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.THE IMPLEMENTATION.OF A NEW APPROACH TO

DISCIPLINE IN A JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL:

A CASE STUDY OF 'INTERVENTIONS DURING THE PROCESS OF CHANGE'', 2

Patricia Zigarmi

Procedures for Adopting Educational Innovations Project
Research and Development Center fqr'Teacheretducation

The' University of Texas at Austin

Po

Since the 1960's, inillions of dollars have been spent on the development

and dissemination of educational products end programs. As a result, our

schoo0 systems are constantly the focus of change efforts. Unfortunately,
many of these efforts are unsuccessful: student outcomes do not increase as
hoped and new program,s,disappear 4 seed money and enthusiasm fade. One rea-
son for this is tha(we still do not know what brings about successful change
in schools. What conditions must exist for successful implementation to ocn
cur? What are the major problems facing people who are asked to change? What
are their needs? What actions can be taken by the organizational leader on

the manager of the change effort to help people who are changing? How do we ,

know if these actions have the effects they'areintended to have on the people
they are intended to affect?

Although the literature. on organizational change, has begun ta explain why,

change has been successfully implemented or maintained in a particular setting

1
The research described herein was conducted under contract with I

the
National Institute of Education. The opinions expressed are.those of the
author and do not necessarily reflect the position or policy of the National
Institute of Educatidn, and no endorsement by the Nation'al Institute of Educa-
tion should be inferred.

2Sincere appreciation is expressed to the faculty and staff of the jun-

.,.

ior high school and to all members of the Teacher Corps Project ,or their con-
sistent and complete cooperation in this study. However, responsibility for
these data and their interpretation rests solely with the Procedures for Adop-
ting Educational Innovations (PAEI) Program.



or .why it has not occurred`, there is very little knoWledge or understanding

about what happens between the key persons involved in planning and managing.a

change effort and those persons who are asked to change. The focus of'the

study reported here was to document the actions (i.e., interventions) of 'a

principal and several outside change agents,,,iin.a school where faculty members

were asked to change their approach to discipline. Faculty membeks in the

school were then asked about their reactions to these interventions:3 Whk

problems remained'unsolved from the teachers' perspectives? What could have

been done differently? In.other words, our research interest on interventions

and theiA effects on participants in the change process became our framework

for data collection at the school site. In general, we wanted tosee what we

ci:fld learn from a detailed description of interventions in one change effort

in a public school that would be instructive to other chinge- fac'ilit4tofs in

similar situations. Hence, readers can draw their own condlusions about ac-
.

tions that may facilitate and those than may hinder a change effort.

Following an overview of the-project and our research design, interven-

tions in three phases'of the projectjOrientation, and Initial *airring, Reori-

enting Directions and Continued Training, and Consolidation) are described.'

Following a descriptiop of the interventions-in each phase, quantitative data

on teacher's' attitudes toward a nd use of'the new approach to discipline are
o

presented and the effects of interventions on these data are discussed. The

I. paper concludes with a set of o bservations that future chsange faciIitatoTS in

general might want to consider as they intervene to change participants' atti-

tudes toward and use of an innovation.

A Overview of the Teac her Corps Project

The project began during the summer of 197B-when-faculty member-s- at a

state university located in a town of approximately 40,000 tallied to the.local

3 Interventions are defined as actions or events that influence use of
an innovation (Hall; Zigarmi & Hord, 1979).

2
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junior high school principal, about developing a two-year Teacher Corps4 pro-

ject for the school. As a first step in the collaborative effort, a needs

assessment was conducted with junior high teachers, students, parents, and

administrators from the target school and with university faculty members to

identify the most crucial problems facing the,school. Three major problems

were identified: (1) discipline, (2) reading skills, and (3) student motiva-

tion. In response, the Teacher Corps Project was designed to provide training

to teachers in discipline, reading,,and diagnostic-prescriptive teaching stra-
,

tegies.5

Throughout theofall of 1975, several meeti6s involving administrators

from the junior high school and university faculty members were held to devel-

op the actual proposal for the project based on these three major needs. For

the first year of the project, training-was planned in the areas of discipline

strategies and reading; during the.second year of the project, training was to

be Oovided in diagnostic-prescriptive teaching strategies. There was also an .

P=4",

intern'training component, a special education component and a communiy com-

ponent, as required by federal Teacher Corps regulations. Finally, one facul-

ty member who was familiar with the work of the Concerns-Based Adoption Mod,a,t
(CBAM) Project at the'Research and Development Center for Teacher Education at

The Jniversity of Texas at,Austin proposed ecollaborative effort-to monitor

teachers' adoption of new techniques in one of the problem areas they had

identified, discipline.

4The project that was studied was funded by Teacher Corps., Since
Teacher Corps has been instrumental ih promoting and facilitating many change
efforts- in public schools through the provision of necessary resources and ex-
pertise, Teacher Corps- Project provided us with a valuable setting to learn
more abodt the change process.

5"
In reviewing an early draft of this case sthdy, the principal-said

that the format and structure of the needs assessment used in the school.was
determined by Teacher Corps requirements. The format, at least in paft, she I'

felt influenced what was identified as a problem. Finally, she sai4 that she
was not involved)111 the final decision to train teachers in Glasser's model of
Reality Therapy in response to the need teachers had identified in the area of
discipline: She never realized-, the said, th "at"- Teacher Corps would promote
the Glasser model as the approach to discipline in the school. .

3



Altnough the project involved several innovative thru,sts at the junior

high school, this case study focuses on only one component:6 the develop-

ment of a new approach to discipline at the school. The goal of this compo-

nent as stated in the prdposal was "to develop a success - oriented environment

for students."

As outlined in the Teacher Corps proposal, the means for meeting.this

goal'ivolved use of the concepts and techniques of pa`1. Se.rapy developed

by William Glasser. These'concepts, and the specific ways in which they might

be applied to school situations, are described in Glasser's book, Schools

Without Failure (1969). Glasser believes that schools are responsible for 1

developing "success identities" on the part orstudents. He claims, however,

that most schools propagate failure rather than success; and that feelings of

failure often lead to disruptive and delinquent behavior, as well a$ to low

academic achievement. According to Glasser, the two necessary ingredients for

promoting the development of "success identities" are "involvement" and "re-

sponsibility:" Teachers must become involved with students and help them be-

come involved with their work and with one another. Through involvement, stu-

dents can be taught to assume responsibility for fulfilling their own needs

and for-accepting the consequences of their own. behavior.. In his writings,

Glasser describes a set of prdcedures teachers can employ in woring with in-

dividual students and vrith groups of. students to accomplish these goals.

The initial aim of the discipline strategies component of the Teacher

Corps Project was to train teachers to use Gtasser's techniques in a profi-

cient manner with their students, principally to control'behavioral problems.

Several major strategies which comprised the general plan for implementipg

this component of tile project were proposed:7

1. Inservice workshops, conducted by members of the Teacher Corps staff
and junior high school' administrators, would introduce teachers (sand

6The principal was more involved in the discipline strategies component
of the Teacher Corps-poject-than she was in the other cdMponents and this com-

ponent provided us with the opportunity to study inhventions over a two-year
period.

7
This list is derived from the proposal and from otWervations at the

school site.

1,1



parents) to the innovation and help them develop skills in. using the
techniques of Reality Therapy.

2. The junior high school would have an on-site change facilitator - -a

university faculty member proficient in the use.of Reality Therapy.
This facilitator would consult with individual teachers on problems
related to their use Reality Therapy and would conduct weekly
training and discussi n sessions with teachers during their planning
periods.

3. The Teacher Corps Rroj ct would pay teachers' tuition fore university
courses on.topics r ed to use of the new approach to discipline.
Some of these co ryes could be conducted by the on-site change facil-
itator at the juklior high school.

4. Weeklaculty meetings, conducted by tne junior high school princi-
pal and the on-site change facilitator, would be devoted, almost ex-
clusively, to discussions related to the implementation of Reality
Therapy.

5. Travel monies 'would be provided by the Teacher Corps Project so that
for high school administrators and teachers could attend workshops

given by William Glasser, the developer of Reality Therapy.

6. The entire TeacherCorps Project would be managed through a collabo-
ratiye_decision-making process, between the university and the junior
high school. The discipline strategies component of the project
would be managed by a separate leadershipteam, incluTrngthe princi-
p,al and seven teaching team leaders.

7. An evaluation_ of the implementation of Reality Ther,apy at the junior
high school would be made by members of,the Teacher Corps staff who
were Working with a research project studying the change process at
the ResearCh and Development Center forTeacher Education at the Uni-
versity of Texac-at Austin.

8. Several efforts would be made to disseminate information about the
new approach to discipline being implemented at the junior high
school to persons in tF4 local community and. to the other Teacher
Corps'projects.

to

As teachers began to use Glasser's'approach to discipline with their stu-
.

dents, several teachers who did not agree with the philosophy of Reality Ther-

apy in the first'place became outspokenly cricital of the approach. Subse-

quently,.the innovation as well as the implementation plan was modified. A

rge part of the case 'study that follows describes the adaptation of the ori-

implementation plan and the development of several/Inpw change strategies-:.

to help teachers put into practice a modified version of Reality Therapy based

5



on a "philosophy of the

data preSented an the case study p

toward and use of, the innovatthn

quantitative data, as well as the.

lected as part of an ongoing, ind

Texas Research and Development Ce'

The Research Study

Conceptualization., at the

tually introduced at the junior

was initiated. Th research wa

catioal Innovati ns (PAEI) Pro

redcher Education at the,Univer

In research -on change,in',sChooli
t

PAEI research is based on

Concerns-Based Adoption Modell

retical model which provides!a

The model is based on two ma

vat ion (Hall & Rutherfor4d, 1

Loucks, Ruthecford & Newlove

develOed.over several months. The:other

vide an assessment of .teachers' attitudes

r a two-year implementation period. These

escriptive, ethnographic data, were col-

endent research effort at the University of

ter for Teacher Education.

me time the Teacher C

gh school in 4ugust 1

rps Project was ac-

76, the research study

onducted by the Procedures for Adopting Esdu-

ranAht the Research and Development Center for

ty Of Texas at Austin. PAEI has been engaged

and colleges for approximately five years. .

conceptualization that is embodied in the

AM) (Hall, Wallace, & Dossett, 1973), a theo-

ramework for understanding the° change process.

oh ; dimensions; Stages of Concern About the Inno-

(i) and Levels of Use of the Innovation (Hall,

, 11975). In this study, 'quantitative data on 1,

Levels of Use (Loaf')) and Stage of Concern (SoC) were collected over the two-
.

year implementation period.

Levels of Use (LoU) de c ibelow individuals' behaviors change as they

dayel4 familiarization and increasing skill in using an 'innovation.. Eight

discrete Levels of Use of tie' Innovaticin have been defiRed. These levels

range from lack of knowing hat the innovationvexis4s (LoU 0) to activd and

refined use (LoU IVB) and, f rther, to searching for a superceding innovation

(LoU VI). Table 1 names and briefly describes the eight Levels of Use. A

focused interview is used toy obtain information to assess each individual's

Level of Use . (Loucks,'Newloive & -1975). ,

t Stages of Concern (SoC) About the Innovation focus on the,individual

user's feelings about the innovation. Seven stages, have been identified (see

Table 2). in general, ,it appears that as individuals, first become aware of

and consider using an innovation, their most intense concerns are self:ori.-

ented. They are concerned about 'what the innovation is and what use of the

,

6 16
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Tablel

Levels of Use of the Innovation*

NONUSE: State in which the user has little or no knowledge of the in-
novation, no involvement with the innovation, and is doing nothing to-
ward becoming involved.

ORIENTATION: State in which the user has recently acquired or is
acquiring information about the innovation and/or has recently explored
or is exploring its value orientation and- its demands upon user and
user'system.

II .PREPARATION: State in which the user is preparing for first use of
the innovation.

.01

III 'MECHANICAL USE: State in which the user focuses most effort on the
short-term, day-to-day use of the innovation with little time for re-
flection. Changes' in use are made more to meet user needs than client
needs. The user is primarily engaged in a sT4wise attempt to master
the tasks required to use the innovation, often resulting in disjointed
and superficial use.

IVA ROUTINE: State in which use of the innovation is stabilized. Few
if any changes are being made in ongoing use. Little preparation or
thought is being given to improving innovation use or its conse-
quences.

IVB REFINEMENT:. State in which the user varies the use of the-innova-
tion to increase the impact on clients within immediate sphere of in-
fluence. Variations are based on knowledge of both short- and long-

., term consequences for clients.

V INTEGRATION: State in'which the user is combining own efforts to
use the innovation with related activities of colleagues to achieve a

collective impact on clients within their common sphere of influ-
ence..

.Vr RENEWALr State, in.which the user reevaluates the quality of use of
the innovation, seeks major modifications of or alternatives to present
innovation to achieve increased impact on clients, examines new devel-
opments in th'e field, and explores new goals for90f and the system.

*Excerpted from: The LoU Chart: Operational definitions of Levels of Use
of the Innovation. Austin: Research & Development Centei- for Teacher Educa-
tion, The University of Texas, 1975.

7
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Table 2 ,

Stages of Concern About the Innovation*

6 REFOCUSING: T focus is on exploration of more, universal benefits from

the innovatio , including the possibility of.majorcKanges or replacement
with a more powerful alternative. Individual has definite ideas about
alternatives to the proposed or existing form of the innovation.

5 COLLABORATION: The focus is on coordination and cooperation with
others regarding use of the innovation..

4 CONSEQUENCE,: Attvtion focuses on impact of ffte innO.ation, on stu-

dents in his/her 7Nmediate sphere of influenCe. The is on rele-
vance of the innovation for students, evaluation Of student outcomes, in-
cluding performance and competencies, and changes needed to increase stu-
dent outcomes. -

3 MANAGEMENT: Attention is focused on the processes and tasks of using
the inn ovation and the best use of information and resources. Issues re-
lated to.efficiency, or*ganizing, managing, scheduling,' and time demands

are utmost.

PERSONAL: Individual is uncertain about the demands of the innova=
tion, his/her inadequacy to met those demands, and Mis/her role with the

innovation. This includes analy-sts.f his/her role in relation to the
reward structure of the organization, decision-making And consideration
of potential conflicts with existing structures or personal commitment.
Financial or status implications of the-program for self and colleagues
may also be reflected.

1 INFORMATIONAL: A general awareness of the innovation and interest in .

learning more detail about it is indicated. The person seems to be un-
worried about himseif/henself in relation to the innovation. She/he is

interested in substantive aspects of the inn() ation in a selfless manner
such as general 'characteristics, effects, and requirements for use.

AWARENESS: Little- concern abput or involvem nt with the ,innovation is

'indicated.

.*Original coicept from Hall, G. E., Wallace, R. C., & Dossett, W. A.

A developmental conceptualization of the adoption process within educational
institutions. Austin: Research &-Development Center for Teacher Education,
The University of Texas, 1973.

.

Measurement described in Hall, G. E., George, A. A.,1 Rutherford, W. L.
MeasOring stages of concern about the innovation: A manual for use of the SoC
Questionnaire. Austin: Research & Development Center for Teacher Education,
The University of Texas, 1977.

8
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innovation may mean for them personally. As use of the innovation begins,

users have more intense task concerns. Their dominant concerns are,focused on

the logistics and management of the innovation. It is .only after many of the

task concerns are resolved that innovation users express more intense impact

concerns. These concerns focus directly on the effects of the innovation on

students) A questionnaire is used to assess an individual's concerns about a

given innovation (Hall, George & Rutherford1977).

The third diagnostic component of the CBAM model is labeled "innovation

configurations" (Hall & Loucks, 1978). The concept of innovation configura-

tions has been developed as a way of describing adaptations in the use of the

innovation as they are made during implementation. In other words, the vari-

ous components of an innovation may be implemented fully or in part in differ-

ent combinations. The use of different component vari,ations are called con-

figurations. Although the concept of innovation configurations was only in

the process of being developed during the first year of the implementation

effort reported in this study, an effort was made by the research staff to

identify Glasser's model of how the innovation, Reality Therapy, should be

used and the various wa.) in \4hich.teachers actually used the innovation dur-

ing and at the end of the two-year implementation period.

Another component of the BAM, the concept of "interventions," was the

primacy focus of PAEI research .at the junior high school. Interventions are

definedlas"actions or events that influence use of the innovation" (Hall,

( Zigarmi & Hord, 1979). Although the research staff collected diagnostic, data

(SoC and LoU) for two years at the field site , the main reason for PAH- in-

volvement with the Project was to collect data on interventions. Toward this

-end, an-ethnographer was employed to document actions or events that occurred_

at the junior high school which might have some inflyence upon the implementa-

tion of the innovation.

Data Collection. Quantitative data on SoC and LoU was collected on six
,

separate occasions dteing the two-year implementation,effort: in September

1976; January 1977; April 1977; August 1977(SoC only); October 1977; and in

April 1978. Innovat'ion.configuration dka was collected in September 1976,

January 1977, AprIl 1977, October 1977, /April 1978, and in October 1978:

Qualitative data collect ion effOrts,paralleled the quantitative research

effort. For two days a week during the first year° and two to three days a

9
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month during the second year, an ethnographer. observed the change facilita-

tors'8 planning meetings with the prinipal, the principal's meetings with

teachers, workshops, weekly faculty meetings, and the change facilitators'

meetings witn teaching teams and conferences with individuals. Frequent in- \,

formal interviews with the change facilitators and project staff,university

faculty members, the principal, team leaders, and teachers were conducted by

the ethnographer. In addition, the ethnographer had access o minutes of

meetings, faculty mailings, local school board agencies, and copies of school

policies.

Extensive notes of observations and interviews from each visit were kept.

Between visits, these Totes were organized into episodes (interventions that

occurred in the same meeting or were clustered around a common theme). and then

typed. The complete set of episodes for a visit describing what was happening

at the junior high school in relation to discipline. strategies were called

prdtocols. By the end of the two-year Teacher Corps Project, there were 30

protocols, and more than 2000 pages of narrative devription.

0 it should be noted that although the quantitative data collected about

teachers' Stages of Concern and Levels of Use of Reality Therapy were fed back

to the project adminttrators each time they were colleicted, the ethnographic

data were not. Before the study began, it was agreed that the PAEI research

staff would make no recommendations nor take any actions to influence imple-

mentation of the new approach to discipline.9 The research was, for the

most part, separate from and independent of the Teacher Corps Project. It was

to be a descriptive study of what happened in the.junior high school, not an
,.

experimental study.
,

8The term ".change facilitators" is used here to refer to two university
faculty members who worked with the discipline strategies component of the
project during the first year4 One of these facilitator's worked full-time at

the junior high school. During the second year of the project, three univer-
sity faculty members served as change facilitators; two of them worked half,'
time at he junior high school.

At the conclusion of the study, the principal com ented that she would
never ree to these conditions again. She felt the implementation effort
would hi ve benefitted from ongoing consultation with the research staff.

10 20
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Organization of the Case Study

What follows is' a deseription.of this two-year implementation of a new

approach. to discipline organized and described according to the concepts cen-

tral to the Concerns-Based Adoption Model: Interventions, Stages of Concern,

Levels of Use, and, to a more limited e)cterA", Innovation Configurations. -The

description of interventions is broken down into three major phases: Phase

1--Orientation and Initial Training, Phase 2-- Reorienting Directions and Con-

tinued Training, and Phase 3--Consolidation. At the end of each pftase, SoC

and LoU data for teachers at the junior high school during that phase is pre-

sented end discussed. When available, information about innovation configura-

tions is presented. The description of each phaSe concludes with ap analysis

of how he interventions that occurred during that phase influenced teachers'

adaptations of the innovation and affeCted the change facilitators' implemen-

tation strategies.

PHASE 1: ORIENTATION AND INITIAL TRAINING,

AUGUST 1976 - EARLY JANUARY 1977

Major Strategies and Tactics
0

a

Several major strategies and-tactics were initiated during the first

phap of the project in relation to the managemtnt of the project, trainifv

disseriiination, evaluation, and administrative support. They are-described

the nextisections of this case study.

Management of the Project

Theipanagement team an the disciplze .strategiOyeiadershipteam. -Ac-

cording to theproposal, the Teacher Corps- Project was to be managed by a team

composed of representatives om. the university and the junior high school.

Th.e team included the project director and assistant project.direeter, a uni-

ver6ity faculty member with primary responsibility for the discipline strate-

gies component of the project, the on-site change facilitator'. (a university

staff member"assigned three-quarters time to the junior high school), three

university faculty members in charge'of the special education, reading, and,

a
li

a
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. diagnostic-presCriptive components of the project, and the junior high school

principal. Approximately five months after the project began, two junior high

school factflty members were added to the management team (fee Table 3). /

Table 3

Cast of Charattens
.

Teacher Corps Project Director

Teacher Corps Assistant ProjeDirector

University Faculty Member with Primary ,

ResponSlbility for the-Discipline Str,afegies
Component of the Teacher Corps Project

University Faculty Member Assigned to Reading
Component

University Faculty Member Assigned to Special

Education Component

University Faculty Member'Assigned'to Diagnositid-
Prescriptive Component

On-Site Change FacilitaVs:

First Year of theAroject

Second Year of the Project

CF

Junior High School Principal
t'.

416 Junior High School Assistat Principal ,

Teacher Representatives on the Management
Team

.. V

-3.

Ted Carlton

Susan Smith

Don Monroe

Gene Richardson

Louie Martinez

- Harold Smith

JimAnderson

Dan Hall

Doug Blanchard

Marge Miles

Tom Reed

Mary Forsyth
Sharon Simmons

4

a

During the first phase of the project, the-management team met every
t.

.

otheweek to share experiences and discuss what was happening in relation'to

rit

each component of the project. Members o(the*te were particularly sensi-

tive to the possibility of making conflicting de ands on teachers' time. and
,/' ,

.

so, much of the discussion in the-meetings I'ocuslbon various aspects of- coor-
f
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dination. A management team meeting was als6 an occasion for the principal to

give the project director feedback on what needed to be done to make the proj-

ect rug mare smoothly, which was done frequently..

Although the managem2tteam reviewed
,

ewed plans developed by,Jim (on-site

change facilitator), Don (the university faculty member with primary responsi-,

bility for discipline strategies) and Marge (the' principal) for thp dibipline-
,

strategies component of the project, few of the actual decisions about train-

ing teachers to use Reality Therapy were made at management team meetings. In

,flact, a subgroup of the management team, consisting of Don, Jim, and Marge, in

order to be able to plan for the discipline strategies component of the proj-

ect, usGally met once a week just pridr to the management team meeting. They.

constituted a leadership team for the discipline Itrategies component of the

project for thi-s phase of the implementation.10

Training

/ The 07e-school workshop, August 18-1, 1976. During the Pre-School Work-

shop on August 18-19, 1976, Teacher Corps project staff members were intro-

duced to the ?acuity and an oveVe of the entire Teacher Corps Project was

presented. Once faculty members had shared what they defined discipline to be

with one another, tb6 eight steps of Reality Jherapy were described and a ra-

tionale for this particular approach to dislcpline was given. Teachers were

then divided into small groups and asked to paactice using Reality Therapy

with one another. Demonstr'atqns were conducted (in one, the principal played

the role 'f one of the most stubborn, disruptiverstudents in the school to

the /amusement of most faculty Members); a film was shown; and a number of

handouts summarizing Glasser.'s approach to discipline and copies of Glasser's

book, Schools. Without Failure, were distributed. Near the end of the work-

shop, Jim and Don described how a typical Glasser class meeting proceeded, and

a demonstration class meeting was conducted by the principal.

10
In reading an early draft of this case study, the principal said

that at times over the two years she felt like-the prindipal and the project
direct. : She slid she felt that there was a lack of direction and that
'Mac r.Oorps would "pick up, and carry the ball," but that that didn't happeh

the way she expected it to. "Often other responsibilities limited my.abil-
ity to do some of the things"' knew needed to be done."

i3
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Weekly faculty meetings. During the first year of the project, Wednesday

faculty meetings dealt with solving problems faculty members had encountered

in using Reality. Therapy. One major problem that teachers identified had to

do with students who were always in trouble. To address this problem, a Stu-

dent Planning Room "(SPR) isolation area, staffed by Teacher Corps interns

on an interim basis, was set up. During a faculty meeting in early September,

the principal described how the Student Planning Room would operate as an

alternative to suspension.

Discussion of teachers' concerns,about using the new approach to disci-

pline continued in faculty meetings until mid- October. In one meeting, the

principal went over rules related to discipline! yin the faculty handbook. In

another meeting, Don reviewed the concepts of Reality Therapy. and showed S

film by William Glasser. By mid-October, however,, the principal sensed that

the faculty was overloaded and tired of talking about discipline strategies,

so faculty meetings near the end of October and early November were devotedko

other topics.

Class meetings. Teachers begsrtoconduct class meetings about a month

after the beginning of thschool.year. A need soon surfaced for some procel

dure to deal with sugnestionZ made by students during these meetings for

changing school rules. As a result, a school-wide conpunication structure was

e5tablished. Don, the university fdculty member with responsibility for the

discipline strategies component of the project, dgveloped these procedures:

(1) each-homeroom woLifd Select a student representative to meet with the ad-

ministration of the school on.a regular basis following each school -wide class

meeting and (2).the faculty would elect faculty representatives from each

teaching team to meet with th administration following each school-wide class

meeting. The plan and rationale for the plan was shared with faculty members

at a faculty meeting near the ehd of September. The first administrator/stu=

dgnt class meeting was held, at the end, of October and two more were held with-

in the next month. The first administrator /faculty meeting was not held until

Decembro, The result of this first round of meetings was a change in the

school's gum-chewing rule, much to the satisfaction of students.

The on-site change facilitator's meetings with teaching teams during .

planning periods. Jim's first meetings with teaching teams were used to en-

courage teachers to talk about how their first class meetings had gone and to

e4;
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discuss any problems they might be having in using the new approach to disci-

pline. At.those times, teachers expressed concern about whether the office

would support them when a student was referred to the officefor disciplinary

reasons and abott the amount of time it t,pok to use Reality Therapy.

At the end of October,- the oh-site change facilitator used tapes of his

interactions with students to demonstrate various communications skins. He
.0114

suggested how teachers could modify some Of the steps of Reality'Therapy in

working with students why had special needs. He also worked with teachers in-

dividually and conducted class meetings in teachers' classrooms at their re-.

a*quest. On a number of occasions, hewas invited to work with.students who

were repeatedly giving teachers problems:

Dissemination

Public relations sessions with the Joard of education and parents.

During the first phase Of the project, the principal kept parents and the- ,.-

board of education informed about what was happening in relation to discipline

strategies acfs\he school. She dis.cussed tje rationale behind the new-approach

and described the theory and techniques. As part of her presentation 'to the

Board on Ndvember 15, 1976, she shared a set _of statistics comparing the num-

ber of suspensions and explusions during the 1975-76 school year with the num-

- ber of suspensions and explusions during 1976-77. In the 1975-76 school year

there had'been 26 suspensions, 6 expulsions, and 121 days of school lost by

November 15th. In contrast, during 1976-77 there had been 20 suspensions, 3

expulsions, and 55 days of school lost as of November 15th.11

k3

Evaluation

Data collection by the°research project. As paht of the research ,effort,

data on teachers' concerns about and use of the new approach to dikipline

were collected several times over the course of the two-year implementation

effort. In September, during the first phase of the project, LoU interviews

were conducted and SoC Questionnaires were administered. Information from

11The principal saidthat she was trying to give the Board something
.tconcrete, something.they would understand. She was not seekingto Jeasure'the.
success of the implementation effort in these terms.

15-
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these instruments was shared witn'Teather Corps staff members and with the

junior high school pOncipal in September and October.12 Although the re-

search staff pointed out that the project staff tended to fdcus their,ef,forts-

-on junior high school faculty members who were negative toward the innovation

rather than on faculty members who were struggling to use it, knowledge of SoC

and LoU data was not used as a' basis for rethink l-fig'implementation strategies

, or making changes_ in the game plan. Rather, the data were primarily used to

confirm the change facilitators' and the principal's intuitive sense of what

was happening.13
.

No other formal evaption of the imple tation effort was undertaken

/ during the first phase of the project, alth6ugh the management,team did dis-
.

cuss an evaluation proposal fr61 a faculty member at the university. The on --

site change facilitator, Jim, also began to plan a separate evaluation of the

project for his doctoral dissertation. /
-

2 .

Administrative S p ort and Modeling of tht Use of Reality Therapy

Perhaps one of he key factors influencing teachers' use of Reality Ther-

apy during the first phase of the project was the principal's support and ad-

vocacy. During the first weeks of school, the.pOncipal talk out Reality

Therapy with teaching team leaders and with .curriculum leade s. She conferred

with faculty members individually if they came to her with izioblems related to

its use. She also practiced pe new apIrroach with studets who were referred

to the office for disciplinary.reasons and then related her own successes to

faculty members Who were less nthusiastic.

When the change facilitator was out of town near the end of September, the

principal conducted the meetings he usually had with the teaching teams on a

weekly basis, clarifying the purpose and steps,of Reality Therapy and, in gen-

eral, offering support and understanding for the efforts teachers were making.

12
There was a delay in getting the data back to ,Oe project. Even °

when it was shared, the prtncipal said, "I didtl!,t knoW how to use it.".

1.3After reading an ea .1,y draffkff this case study, the principal
explained t at the data 00--$469.400artly because it was ,returned late,

partly beca se university faculty.members did not know how to interpret it,
and part eoeuse the data was aggregated by teaching =teams which made it
d cul or the chengeracilitators to individualize interventions.

,
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During these eetings/rthe principal also shaYed examplq of how effective she

thought the new discipline methods could be with students from her own experi-

ence. the let faculty members*now that she understood the difficulties in-

volved in making this type of change and assured them that the office would

sup at what they did in'disciplining students, as long as those actions were

reasonable and gave students options.

Because the principal had sensed some serious reservations about the

project on the part of some teachers, she felt it was important to meet with

the team leaders to find out more about thee concerns and to emphasize the"

.importance of the team leaders' role in the implementation of the new approach

to discipline. An all day meeting was held in mid-October: At this meeting,

team leaders discussed problems they and their team teachers were having with

the innovation. Everyone was feeling pressure because of the time it took.

They also felt that follow-up'ox14.office referrals, were problems. Several

team leaders wanted suggestions as to how to keep track of student commit-

ments. Finally, much of the discussion dealt with what should happen to stu-

dents who broke their commitments. In response to these concerns, team lead-

ers spent the afternoon of their all-day meeting outlining the role of the

team leader, the guidAnce counselor, and the office in relation to disci-

pline.

By mid-November, two months after the project had been initiated, eTieP4y
.4.

and faculty morale were low. Wednesday faculty meetings were not being held.

The on-sjte ,change facilitator was encountering strong resistance from faculty

members in a few teams. At this point of the implementation process, the dis-

cipline strategies leadership team (Don, Jim, and Marge) met
e

and agreed totry

two new tactics to encourage teachers' use of Reality Therapy. First, the

principal would interview all faculty members individually to probe their con-

cerns, and, then, a round of three faculty meetings would be scheduled to de-

velop a "pnilosophy of'discipline" for the junior high school that all of the

faculty members in the. school could support. It was agreed that during the

first faculty meeting aftei- the interviews, the principal would share a sum-

mary of what. she had learned from her interviews with individual faculty mem-

bers.

17
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Other Events That Influenced Teachers' Use of Reality..herapy During the
First Phase of the Project

Finally, one other important event occurred during the first phase of the

Teacher Corps Project at the junior high school that influenced teachers'use

of the new approach to discipline. Ln early December 1976 the State Depart-

Ment of Education decided to fund' the Student Planning Room with special edu-

cation money. This decision meant that a permanent staff member would be as-

signed to the SPR to work with chronic discipline problems and that the room

was likely to become more of a central, and stable setting fOr implementing

the school's approach to discipline. Upon receipt of the money, a woman from

the central office of the school district was assigned tq staff thyroom on a

temporary basis until a full-time teacher could be hired at the bhinning of

the second semester.

The major actions and events that influenced teachers' use of Reality

Therapy during the first phase of the project are summarized on the time line

shown in Table 4.

Stages of Concerhhta for Phase 1

Stages of COncern Questionnaires were admiqstered to teachers in Septem:

ber'1976 and again in January 1977. Figure 1 presents SCC data for the first

data collection period, which was actually completed before teachers held

their first class meeting, while Figure 2 summarizes the data from the second

measurement period in January °1977.

In September 1976, before teachers had begun to use Reality Therapy,

Stages 0, 1, and 2 concerns were higher than the other °stages. Percentile

scores at Soes 1 and 2 were almbst equal. Teachers wanted to know more about

the innovation and how usingit would affect them personally. By January

1977,' management concerns had increased ih intensity (i:e., concerns about how

to actually use the eight steps of Reality Therapy and how to conduct a class

meeting and how to organize the time necessary to use the techniques and to,do

follow-up with students). Stage 6 concerns were also slightly higher in Janu-

ary 1977 than they were in September 1976. This score, coupled with others,

indicated that some teachers were already expressing reservat!ons about the

.innovation. Although there were variations to this pattern in some teaching

teams, these percentiles reported above are fairly typical of new users.

18 2&



Table 4

Major Strategies, Tactics, Events That Occurred During Phase 1 --
/ Orientayn and Initial Training

August, 1976 September

7
October November December January

Project management Activities

Management Team Meetings

Discipline strategies leadership team meetings

Training Activities

The prescnool workshop
(August 18-19, 1976)

meekly faculty meetings devoted -40. (Faculty meetings Initial faculty
to discipline strategies cancelled in meeting to develop,

November and early phllosoPhY of
December) discipline

Teachers' class meetings with students

Administrator-student Administrator-faculty
class meeting class meeting

" Student planning roan established SFR funded by state

On-site change facilitator's weekly meetings with teaching teams

PrincipWs meetings
with teaching teas

It

Dissemiletion Activities

Principal's meet-
ing with parents

Evaluation Activities

ScC/LcU data
cotiction'

Administrative Support Activities

Principal's discussions
with teaching team leader%
and curriculum leaders

Principal's meetings with Board of Education

Principal's all day
meeting-with teaming '
team leaders

PrincFpal's conferences With individual teachers

Principal's Inter-
views with faculty
members

Principal's modeling of use of Reality Therapy

SoC/LoU data
collection

19.
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Figure 1: Distribution_of Teachers' Concerns About Use of Discipline

StrategipA,'Expressed in Percentiles, September 1976 (N = 42)
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Figure 2: Distribution of Teachers' Concerns About Use of Discipline
Strategies, Expressed in Percentiles, January 1977 (N = 4,2)
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. Levels. of Use Data for Phase 1

Levels of Use interviews were Conducted with ;all members ofthe junio'r

high school faculty near the beginning and end of Phase I,; in September 19

and again in January 1977. These two groups of interviews ide insights

into the actual behaviors of individual teachers in re tion to use of Reality

Therapy during the first' phase of the' project.

In September 1976, a very lenient standard was used to classify teachers

.as users (LoU III or above): if a teacher had held a class meeting, that

teacher.was classified as a user. Table 5 presents the LoU ratings for the

group at that time. Because the first class meetings that were held were

required, all junior high school. teachers were considered users in September

1976. As would be predicted, the majority of the subjects were at LoU III:,

they were using the innovation jn a very mechanical, uncertain way. General-

. ly, they were not clear about what steps should be taken next in using Reality

_Therapy_. Their planning -for use of the innovation was day-by-day at best and,

most often, moment-by-mOment.' Questions about management of the innovation

were clear/y uppermost in their minds.

Given the large number ofJeachers at SoC's 1 and 2 and at LoU III,

teachers who were unsure of what steps to take next or how to take them, we

would hypothesize that the most appropriate interventions during this phase of

implementation would be those focusing on resolving the personal, informition-

al, and management needs of teachers. A review of the interventions described

in the preceding seqion indicates that many of the interventions did seem to

be appropriate. Theifocused on providing additional information about the

innovation, on teache rs' personal concerns, on improving mechanical of

various parts of the innovation, and on techniques for using the eight steps

of Reality Therapy and for, conducting class.meetings. Weekly faculty meet-

ings, the establishment of a school-wide communication structure, the on-site

change facilitator's meetings with teaching teams, and consultation with.indi-

vidual faculty members andWAcprincipal's Modeling of the innovation were all

directed, to some extent, at the informational, personal, and management con-

cerns of the faculty. What influence did 'these interventions have on the

subjects' subsequent use of Reality Therapy?

Table 6 presents the levels of, Use data for teachers at the junior high

school
,
in January 1977. At that time, a different standard for what consti-
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Table 5'

Percent of Subjects at Each Level of Use, September 1976 (N = 42)

Level of Use

Percentages

0 I II III IVA IVB V VI

0 0 0 74 17 7. 5 0

_Table_ 6_

Percent of Subjects at Each Level of Use, January 1977 (N = 42)

.Level .of Use

Percentages

0 I II III IVA IVB V VI

7 0 0 43 41 5 2 0

tuted use of the innovation (LoU III or above) was used. T6-be classified a

user, a teacher had to hold at'le"ast two class meetings, ask students to make

oral or written plans to change their behavior, follow-up with students to lee

that plans were carried out and when plans were not carried out, provide

students with opportunities to develop another plan before taking punitive

action.

In part, because different criteria for what constitutes use of Reality

Therapy, or "discipline strategies" (as the new,approach to discipline at the

junior high school came to be called) wasused, there was much greater varia-
)

/Ion in LoU ratings in January than there was initially in September. The

percentage ubjects who were using the innovation at LOU III droppdd mark-

23
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-edly (from 80 percent to 39 percent). Apparently, either experience with the

innovation and /or some of the interventions that occurred between September

and January were effective in helping a number of teachers resolve some of

their personal concerns and.management problems in relation to use of the in-

novation. Even so, more than one-third of the faculty were still having dif-

ficulty Managing the innovation five months after it was. introduced.

Despite the fact that several teachers could be classified as "routine

users" in January 1977, management concerns persisted and, in fact:3 were high

er than any other concerns at this time in the implementation process. The

ethnographic data and comments in LoU interviews also revealed that several

teachers found that it/was difficult to'use Reality Therapy with some stu-

dents. Thais riised,doubfs in their minds about the ultirritte value of the in-
.

novation (as reflected in nigher SoC 6.concerns in January). Other teachers

were hav,ing difficulty finding time to.utijize Reality Therapy. Finally, a

number of teachers were uncertain of their role in handling discipline prob-
.

lems in relation to the functions of both "the office" and the Student Plan-

ning Room. They continued to ask for information on how the office would .

handle disciplinary referrals (SoC 1--Informational concerns), and many of

them said they were r.luctant to send students to the office or to discuss

discipline problems with the pr incipal because her expectations for use of

Reality Therapy were so high (SoC 2--Persohal concerns):
-

Among the seven percent.who were rated nonusers. (LoU 0-II) in January

1977 (three.tedcher), two expressed dislike of the innovation and simply were

not using 1. The other teacher spoke favorably about Reality Therapy, but

for various reason, primarily because she felt' her own strategies for dealing

with discipline problems'were working, she was not actually using it.

There were at least two distinct groups of subjects rated at LoU IVA

(Routine use) in January at: the endof Phase I. One group had resolved their

management prob lems and were using Reality Therapy without much Aifficulty

while still attempting to learn more about it. Another, somewhat smaller,

broupfas ratter skeptical and unenthusiastic about the innovation. Thi-s

__group had settled into a_minimal pattern of use.with -which they-were comfort-
.

able. Their comments during the LOU interviews indicated they were giving no

thought to changing that pattern. This group,.along with some, of the non-
,
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users, Was responsible for most of the resistances and low norale that was evi,-

dent in the faculty about mid-November 1976, in the middle of.Pha5e 1.

Analysis -- Phase 1

Interventions Related to Administrative Support for Teachers' Use of the

Innovation
/ rz.

Much of the literature on organizational change talks about tae impor-

tante of "admirtistrative support" for successful implementation (i.e., Gross,

Giacquinta, & Bernstein, 1971; Berman & McLaughlin, 1975, 1976; and igarmi,
1972). Clearly the principal in this change effort valued the innovation and

supported it5 mse with students by conducting demonstration classmeetings,

sharing her successful experiences in-using Reality Therapy With teachers,

clarifying the procedures and seeps involved in using the innovation, attend-

ing team meetings, conferring with individual teachers and team leaders about.,.

discipline problems incorporating the use of Reality TheraRya5a criterion

in teacher evaluation, and, in general, prbmoting use of this new approach to

discipline with teachers, the board of education, and with parents. He ac;

tive stance and insistence that Reality Therapy be used in the school was a

key factor in influencing teachers' use of the innovation during this first

phase of the project.

However, not all of the,princ4Pars actions during, this period had a pos-
.

itive effect on implementation. For example, the principal came to 'believe

(With the support of thee change facilitators) that corporal punishment (paddl-

ing), especiall; the extenf to which,ithad been use tin the past at the jun-.,

for high school, was not ,compatible with use of the innovation. Therefore,

she- and the assistant' principal stopped paddling students who were referred to

the office for disciplinary reasons. Instead; they talked to students Sbout

the reatans for their behavior'and asked them to make written or oral commit-

ments to change that behavior.

Neitheeashe-nor the change facilitators anticipated the effect that

changing'the way the office routinely handled disciplinary referrals would

have on teachers. What happened was that some teachers panicked. The'y haq

never viewed Reality Therapy as a replacement for paddling. In fact, they as:
^11
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sumed that they would be able to rely on iziddlingas'a last resort when Real-

° ity Therapy did not work. When several faculty members became aware that stu-

dents were being sent back to class without havi g'been paddled or punished in

some way, they accused the office of not s ting- teachers.

The issue is further complicated by the fact that teachers were not get-

ting feedback on what the office was doing witb_distipline referrals. They

simply heard from students that "nothing " .was being done; i.e., students were

not being paddled or suspended, just "talked to.", However, it is likely that

even if feedback had been given,;.many teachers wou d not have. - agreed with what

the office was doing. Teachers' personal and manag ment anterhs were so high

during the first few months of the project th.i.t they would have been unable to

understand the long-rarige impact of the office's actions on students.

SO., what might have been done in addition to what was. done to help these

teachers who were critical of the innovation feel that the office wIg support-

ing them? In the first place, early distussiohs between these teachers and

the principal and assistant principal might have helped reconcile conflicting

expectations. They needed to talk about que'stions like: To what extent is

paddling inconsistent with Reality Therapy? Under what circumstances would

paddling'be acceptable,? How could 'the office feel reasonably sure-that teach-
.

ers.had tried to use Reality Therap with students befdre students were sent

to the office to be paddled? Although t e way teachers ak administrators

might have answered these questions may not have been consistent with William
6

Glasser's answers to these questions, the discussion itself would have allowed

these teachers to feel supported by the office, both sides would have felt

they were working toward the same goals, and expectations Mr -when strategies

other than Reality Therapy would be acceptable would have been clarified.

Secondly, the-change facilitators could have,worked with ths...Fincipal

and assistant principal during this 'phase of the project to help tAm under-
.

stand why a teacher might interpeet the administration's use of Reality Thera-
)

py as a lack of support. It is understandable that, for teachprs who'were

struggling to use Reality Therapy, having students who were'behavipr problems

returned from the office to cl4ss so quickly made it even more difficult fork

these teachers to work through their problems with the approach. In this

case, the change facilitators might have intervened with the printipal and

assistant principal to help them see /that their own use of,,RealitY Therapy may

26.
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not have helped teachers, resolve their-immediate problems/concerns with, use of
,

the innovation. It may have been more helpful to teachers who were learnin

how to use the innovation for the office to haVe kept some of the students out

of class longer, especially knowing, as the principal did, that Reality Thera-

py would not work with all stuc4nts.

While some teachers criticized the offi for not supporting them Mien

they sent students to the offic disciplin ry reasons, other teachers per-

ceived that their honest attempts

supported. Ethnographic dat

rn how to use the innovation were not

the fi st phase of the project show that

the change facintators .(Don and Jim) an the principal tended to focus on

people who were criticaliof the innovation (perhaps six to eigfit faculty mem-

bers out of a total of 42) in the first few months of the project. Their

energy went into planning for dealing with the criticisms these people voiced.

They did not spend as much time thinking about how to positively reinforce

teachers who were trying to use the innovation. This emphasis on people who

were-critical was most evident in discipline strategies leadership team meet-

ings and in'the'change facilitators' weekly meetings with teaching teams where

one or two-negative faculty members could monopolize a whole session.

If is interesting to consider why some faculty members rejected Reality

Therapy so early_in this first phase of the project. For some, it was prob-

ably because of a different set of values about the need for punishment. For

others, their rejection may have been because of the principal's outspoken

suppokt and(Tnsistence that all teachers use this approach. Others' who were

critical may have felt comfortable wiffi61;4T.own overall approach to disci-

pline, felt that it was, effective and humane with a majority,of students, and,

therefore, ,had not defined discipline as a problem.

Again, these observations raise some serious questions about the nature

and complexity of administrative support required for the successful implemen-

tation of change. For some teachers, perhaps further exploration of the as-

sumptions and values of various approaches to discipline would have lessened

their resistance. Or these same people might have been more interested if

they had se.en the effects of a positive. approach to discipline in a school

that had already` implemented Reality Therapy. For others, a low(-keyed ap-

proach on the part of the principal might have_ been facilitative.

.4t
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For the third group of teachers who did not define discipline as a prob-

\
le the principal may have needed to consider whether or not these teachers

rea ly didtneed to change their approach to discipline if, in fact, they were

already relating to students in a way that increased student responsibility.

It may have been that the innovation was,not approrpiate for these teachers.

That possibility raises some questions about the utility of needs assessments
_

in planning innovative progrrams. .

ProbleMs with Needs Assessments

There are always problems with needs assessment in federal change pro-

jects of this kind. Teachers are usually asked to respond to a questionnaire
.

uslisting several areas of need. Beca e there is a proposal to write, there is

\no time to probe what is meant by the eed" that the majority of teachers

chodse more specifically. For example, consider the situation wherein teach-

ers identify "discipline" as a need. Does this mean that teachers are dissat-

isfied with their overall approach to discipline and would like to learn sogie

new techniques? Does it mean that they need to learn something about motivat-

ing students' learning? Or, does ft mean that they want'assistance in dealin6

with a'few chronic discipline problems? Neither the outside change facilita-

tors nor the principal in this project knew what teachers meant when tilt, pe

indicated they had a "need in discipline." In fact, several teachers in this

study could not even remember completing a needs assessment because there was

...

Ok)

sixteen-month break between the assessment and the initiation of the project.

Further, once a need has been identified, a solution (which is an innova-

tion or some form of a change to be implemented) is selected. .In many cases,

the innonfion selected is not obviously related to what people meant when

they expressed a' need in a given area. .In this case, teachers at the jdnior

high school did not participate in the decision to select Reality Therapy as a

solution to their expressed needs in 'the area of discipline; university facul-.

ty members chose the innovation. This'fact may have caused some teachers to

be critical of the approach from the outset. ...a.

Establishing Criteria'for What Constitutes Use Of the Innovation

Finally, both the ethnographic and the quantitative data in this study

pointed to the" need for the change-facilitators to identify criteria for what
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constituted use of the innovation at the beginning of the implementation ef=

fort-. Although the proposal stated that teacherswould be more humanistic to-

ward students as a result 6f participatiQg in the project and although the\

principal could state several objectives for the school's being involved in

the project (there would be fewer suspensions and expulsions; fewer stuAints

would be seat to the office; teachers would give students more responsibility,

/etc.), the change facilitators did not agree on criteria for what individual

teachers would actually be doing when they had implemented the new approach to

discipline!' Moreover, the criteriaere never written down during the first

phase 01 the project, nor were they shared with the faculty. In fact, by mid-

fall, the focus of the change effort had shifted 'away from the implementation

of a specific innovation, Reality Therapy, to a more general goal of helping

teachers examine and modify the approaches to discipline they were already'

using.. Noting signs of low morale and energy, the change facilitatol-s and the

principal felt th\increasing pressure on teachers to adopt Reality Therapy

would jeopardize the more general goal they had of developing humane disci- 1

pline practices at the junior high school. By January, the term Reality Ther-

apy was.not used ari4 the change facilitators referred to their work with

teachers as work On "rtiscipline strategies."

By suggesting that it would have been helpful if more explicit criteria

for what constitutes use of the innovation had been stated at the beginning,

we are not implying that those criteria would have remained constant. Since

change is a process, it is likely that the criteria would have changed as

teachers' concerns and use of the innovation changed.

Clearly, it would have been ,very difficult to reach agreement on criteria
,

for successful, or even minimal, use of the innovation at the beginning of the

project. The administrators at the school would have wanted to cite criteria

like "fewer students expelled" and "fewer students sent to the office." Teach-,

ers would have said', "Of course, there are fewer. We are doing battle with

them in our classrooms.' We're lowering our standards and are putting up with

more disruptive behavior." Still, the grappling and interchange over criteria

for what constitutes use of the innovation might have been productive. It

.probably would have increased teacher ownership in the innovation. It might

have provided the principal and teachers with an opportunity to work out prob-

lems they were having about what constitutes support from the office in cases
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of disciplinary referrals. The criteria fiemselveswould have also given the

'change facilitWrs somelenchmarks against which they could have assessed how"

well the implementation was going., Furthermot:e, the discuss'ion would have

A5 given the print4t1 and the change facilitators a sense of teachers' perspec;

tivd on the project; and, subsequently, they might have been more comfortable

with phasing in the requirements for full implementation of the innovation as

teachers became more effective in their use of Reality Therapy and developed

- concerns'about the'impact of the innovation on students.

In light of this analysis, what happened in the next phase of the proi-

ect? The change facilitators' and the principal's interventions in an interim

period, from December 1976 until mid-January 1977, and in Phase II, from mid-
.

January 1977 until August 1977, are described in the two sections that follow.

In addition, data from the SoC suestionnaires and LoU intedviews for the se-

cond 'phase of the proje esen ed.

Interim Period: December 1976 - January 1977

Sgieral events happened in December and January of the first year of the

project that affected the discipline strategies leadership team's overall game

plan and strategies. The first resulted from mix-up which occurred involv-

ing teachers' grades for the psychology course they were taking with the,on-

site change facilitator on the topic of disci line strategies. Over the

Christmas break, letters from the unive president were sent to teachers

telling them they had received "incompletes" in-the course. When the'princi-
..--

princi-

pal became aware of the extent teachers were complaining to each other about

the situation, the discipline strategies leadership team met and decided that

teachers would contract for a grade for the course as soon as school started

againin January. The grade would be filed with the university, and the in-

completes would be removed from the teachers' records. The contract required

teachers to: (1) read two texts--Glasser's Reality Therapy and a bookon

terpersOnal communication, (2) tape two interactions with students, (3) tape a

class meeting, (4) attend weekly team meetings with the on-site/t,hnge

tator, and (5) prepare a written.case 'study which would include a plan for

working with a Prbblem student.
4'
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The second event that affected implementation was that a number of days

of school were cancelled in early January because of bad weather. As a

result, plans to haie the faculty work on a "philosophy of discipline" for the

school during weekly faculty meetings were disrupted. Also, to avoid losing

additional days of school and because they knew that teachers at least could

get into school even if students could not, the local school board decided

that the inservice days that were built into the.calendar year for February

would be held a month earlier than had been planned. Later class meetings

scheduled for January were cancelled because so much instructional time had

been lost due to the bad weather. '

These two events, the incompletes teachers received and the bad weather

that occurred in January, among other things, caused the change facilitators

and the principal to rethink the direction they were taking to implement a newwere

approach to discipline in the junior high school. The major strategies and

tactics the,change facilitators and the principal initiated in the second

phase of the prOject are described in)the section that follows.
A

PHASE 2: PEORIENTING DIRECTIONS AND CONTINUED TRAINING,

JANUARY 1977 - AUGUST 1977

Major Strategi'es and Tactics

Training

Faculty meetings to develop a philosophy of discipline. In the December

15, 1976, faculty meeting, a. new process to reach consensus on a philosophy of

discipline was proposed by the discipline strategies leadership team (Don,

Jim, and Marge). This proposal was generated in response to the principal's

interviews with individual faculty members in late November and early Decem-

ber. The new 'Pr:ocess was initiated in early January. Teachers were divided

into groups of four or five, each with an el4kted spokesperson. The spokes-

person from the eight or nine grduPs constituted a negotiating team that was

charged with working out agreements on a school-wide philosophy of discipline.

Once consensus about a philosophy of discipline was reached, thd change facil-

itators and the principal planned'to have teachers assess what they were curt-'-
,
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rently doing in relation to the philosophy of discipline they had adopted.

Teachers'would then asked to work rut plans for how the philosophy could be

implemented in the school and in individual teaching teams, if current prac-

tices were not in line.

Only one or two faculty meetings were held in January, because the board

of education announced that all after-school meetings would be cancelled due

to an energy crisis precipated by the bad weather that had immobilized the

area earlier in the month. A month later, on February 23, 1977, faculty meet-

ings and work on the philosophy of discipline resumed. At the February,23rd

faculty meeting, the principal emphasized that inconsistency among faculty

members in the way they approached discipline was d majsr problem at the jun-

ior high school. Because a numn o,- of faculty members Kid complained about how

tedious the meetings on the philosophy of discipline were, the prinCipal also

1.- .told the faculty that she hoped that they would agree to a school-wide philo-
e"

sophy of discipline within the next two weeks,

By March 2nd, the negotiators identified six components of a statement of

philosophy that they could agree to. Despite rumors in the school that at

least one negotiator was not going to accept anything that .was proposed, the

negotiators -hammered.Away at the exact wording of the six components during

the March 2nd meeting. At the end of the meeting, the principal suggested

that somebody outside of the school draft the six'components into a statement

that the faculty as a whole could examine before the next faculty meeting. A

professor of educational psychology at the university was asked to undertake

this 'task. Before the task was turned over to him, each faculty member in the

junior high school was asked to react to all,six components of the proposed

philosophy and raise any objections they might harbor.
.4.

'On March 9th, faculty memberwere to react to a draft of a statement of

philosophy for the school that incorporated the six components identified b

the negotiators. The statement also incorporated many of the concepts of Re-

ality Therapy. On March 16th, the faculty'voted to adopt the final version of

the philosophy statement. At the time, several faculty members said that be-

Cause of peer pres'sure they felt they were forced to sign it just to "get it

over with."

After several weeks, during which time weekly faculty meetings were can-

celled or the faculty met by 'curriculum areas, the principal- asked one of the
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team leaders to chair a faculty meeting. At this time, members were asked to

begin talking about plans for implementing the adopted philosophy of disci-

pline. During a faculty meeting in late spring, the faculty agreed to meet by

teams over the summer to work on plans to implement the new philosophy of dis-

cipline.

Inservice days in January. Because of snow storms, the inservice days

that were originally scheduled for February were held in January. The time

was Osed to have teachers assess the progress they were making in use of the

-new approach to discipline and to continue working on reaching consensus about

a philosophy of discipline. The assistant principal ran the meetings in the

absence of the principal who was at a man a ent training conference in

Toronto.

The on-site change facilitator's eekly meetings with teaching teams

during planning piriods. Several of's on-site change facilitator's meetings

with teaching teak in January were cancelled because of both bad weather and

project evaluation activities the teachers were involved in. The first meet-

ings of the second semester were actually held in early February. At that

time, the change facilitator explained the university course requirements he

had worked out over the ChristMas break to cover their work in the psychology

course on'discipline strategies they were taking. He also told the teams that

his meetings with themover the next two months would focus on the development

of interpersonal relationship skills.

In the meetings that followed over the next few weeks, the change facili-

tator focused particularly-on the types of comments teachers make in interact-

ing with students and the effects these comments have on students. At times,,

he worked with teachers on specific problemS1-they were having Alin particular

students in their classes. Often, teachers were asked to work on some act iv- .

ities between team meetings, but rarely were these activities discussed at the

meetings. ,

Later in the semester, when teachers began to read a book on interper-
,

sonal communication, the change facilitator showed a series of videotapes he

had made of role-playing incidents from the book. Unfortunately, the techni-

cal quality of many of'the video tapes was poor, and they were difficult to

hear. In addition, many of the tapes ,demonstrated interpersonal communication

skills among adults; none of them showed the trainer interacting with junior
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'high school students. mid-April, weekly,team meetings were again cancelled-.

for two weeks because Of spring break and UTR&D data collection.

Tapes of teachers' conferences with students. As pat,of the require-

ments for the psychology course they were taking, teachers taped two inter-

actions with students and made one tape of a class meeting. The change facil-

itator, Jim, then met With each teacher to listen to the tapes, emphasizing

the positive aspects of what the teacher,was doing and making suggestions

about how the teacher could have responded differently in some situations.

.A number of teachers reacted very favorably to these individul confer-

ences with the on-site change facilitator. Most of them felt that his4,sugges-
:

tions improved their use of Reality Therapy. One teacher s d that Jim had

pointed out that, "When, you are working with individual students.s it's iMpor-
-,,

tant to tell them what ,you expect of them and that You describe the role that

you, as the teacher, want to play initration to.them." The teacher went on

to say that Jim had helped her recognize some of her own patterns in respond-

ing to students and that, as a result of listening to her tape, had suggested :

another way of intervening with two students who were always clashing. An:

other teacher said, "I 'became aware of how I tend to give'Mds excuses for

acting in certain,ways when it might be more appropriate to let the kid talk

about why he did something."

Glasser workshops.. During the first and second phase of the project, a

number of teachers were sent to workshops conducted by William Glasser him-

self. The first wchihpp was held on December 8 -9, 1976, during the first

phase of the project; the second on March 19 -20, 1977, during the second phase

of the project. These workshops reinforced teachers' efforts at using Reality

Therapy and helped them see.tRat the school was further along than generally

thought in impleMenting,th.e new approach to discipline. In some teaching

teams, teachers who attended the workshops informally shared their impressions

with other team members, which also helped these people feel good about their

progress.

Summer, team meetings and courses. Over the summer, Teacher Corps sup-

plied funds to pay teachers to meet to talk about implementing the newly-

4
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adopted philosophy of discipline in their own teams.14 Some teams met a;\
many as five times; others met once. Each team was given form on which t

record the results of tlieir discussions. The principal had intended to use

the teams' plans for implementing the adopted philosophy of discipline as the

basis for further school-wide planning during the pre-school workshop at the

end of the summer. Unfortunately, the assigned task was never really clari-

Ned, and so the results were not thlruseful.

As part of the-TeaCher Corps Project, three university courses were also

offered to teachers during the summer, between the first and second years of

the project. Two psychology courses aid a course on research methods were

offered. About'one-half of the faculty registered foe these courses. Their

tuition was paid by the prOject.
p

The Management of theProject

The management team. The management team'continued to meet during the

second phase_of the project. At the request of the project director; the

principal appointed two teachers to the management team in January. During

this phase, members of'the management team also attended workshops on the

topics of "Leadership", and "Institutional Change.",

During this phase of the project, the management team became more involv-

ed indecision-making, although not in decision-making specifically relatedto

discipline strategies. For example, an all-day meeting of the management

was'held on February 18, 1977, for the purpose of discussing its function' and

the need to coordinate the requirements and demands'of the various, components

of the project on teachers; At the all-day meeting, members of the management

team agreed that 6ommunicatibn between the leadership teams of the various

components and the management team was'a problem. As a result of the da1l-day

meeting, the management team spelled out the responsibilities'of leadership

%14
The principal, after reading an early draft of this c§se study,

said that the basic' strategy of the second year of the project Was to focus on
. teaching teams as the unit of change. By adopting this strategy and by reas-

signing some faculty members to-new teaching teams; she hoped, to "divide and
conquer" faculty members who were resistant and critical of the new approach
to discipline.
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teams and the conditions under which leadership teams needed to' inform the

management team of the decisions they made.

Later, one of the time consuming tasks of the management team during this

phase of the project wasylanning(for a visit from the National Director of

Teacher Corps, Bill Smith, on March 31, 1977. Earlier in the year, Dr1 Smith

had been invited to visit the project and the college by the dean of education

at the university. During his visit, Smith met with the project director and

the discipline strategies leadership team to talk about the discipline strate-

gies component of the project. He also sat in on an administrator=student

class meeting and on one of the on-site change facilitator's meetings with a

teaching team. Over lunch, he met with the entire management ter, several

media representatives, local school board members, and administrators from the

public school system and the university. He spoke favorably about the proj-

ect. One of the most interesting benefits of the visit was that it caused the

principal and the change facilitators to focus on the positive aspects of the

rroject at a time when the.discipline strategies component of the project,was

bogged down in discussions of a philosophy of discipline.

Smith's visit was repOted in the newspapers and on the radio over the

weekend. 5ubsequentl,y, a radio station asked the principal if the station

could do a series of programs on the new approach to discipline that was being

implemented at the junior high. school.

During this phase of the project, the management team also had to deal

with a number of staffing problem. D011, the university faculty member with

responsibility for khe discipline strategieS component of, the project, was

asked by tiis department to write' two other major proposals for federal `funding

which took away from the time he could spend on the project. The project

director (Ted) and assistant project direCtor (Susan),as well as the univer-

sity faculty member who worked most directly with the research project

(Harold), also'had lesS and less time to spend at, the junior high school as

other component.of the project got started and became more time demanding.

Over the summer between the first and second years of the project, the college

of eduntion at the university was reorganized; and, as a result of the reor-

ganization, the Teacher'Corps Project was affiliated with another division in

the college. One consequence was that even more of the project director's.

time was siphoned off. University representatives to the management team also

I r
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became less involved in decision-making as it became increasingly difficult to

influence the development of the discipline strategies component of the proj-

ect which was now being managed,:for the most part, by the discipline strate-

gies leadership team.

Other events occurred near the end of the school year which concerned the

management team and affected implementation of the innovation during the se-

\gond year of the project. In early March-the on-site change facilitator (Jim)

began saying he might leave the project; he resigned in May. In mid-July,the

project director, who consulted with many members of the management team, an-

nounced that two part-time university professors had been selected to work as

on-site change facilitators for the second year of the project in place of Jim

who had Arked full-time at the junior high school during the,first year of

the project. They would each spend two days a week at the school working with

teachers on Reality Therapy, meeting with the principal to plan Wednesday fa-

culty meetings, and meeting with teachers irl\heir teams during planning meet-.

ings. Neither had had junior high school teaching experience OrYtrainingin,

Reality Therapy.

..)

Dissemination
g

Two orientation sessions for Orents on the concepts of Reality Therapy

were held in April 1977 during the second phase of the project. The princi-

pal, as well, continued to infoi the board of education about the project's
,

progress. At a board meeting in March,, she reported that as of March 11,

1977, there had been only 40 suspensions/explusions in comparison with 57 sus-
,

pensions/expulsions during the 1975-76 school year. Further, only 120,days of

school had been lost as compared with 258 days during the preceeding school

year. BecauSe some expulsions are automatically required by board poti/.4--for

"example, for possession of drugs, theft, or chronic truancy-,-the drop in the

number of suspensions/expulsions was significant. At the end, of the school

year, a report on disciplinary actions at the junior high school was also pre-

sented to the board. By June 1977, 53 students had been suspended and eight

)expelled as compared with 90 suspensions and nine' expulsions during the pre-

vious year.

During the summer 1:4tween the first and second years of the project, the

principal, assistant principal, project director, and on-site change facili-
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tator, the university faculty member with peimary responsibility for the dis-

cipline strateoles component of the project, several other management team
il

members, and two' teachers attended the National Teacher Corps meeting in

Washington, D. C. At that meeting, they made one presentation on reading and

one on discipline strategies. The objectives of the discipline strategies

component of the project they outlined were: (1) to define discipline through

group consensus; (2) to use a problem-solving approach with students to help

them take'more responsibility for their own behavior; and (3) to establish a

student-teacher-administrator communication structure organized around class

meetings. This statement of objectives represented another subtle shift in

the way the change facilitators and the principal described the innovation

they were implementing, in that they never referred to the innovation as Real-

ity Therapy. A

Administrative Support and Modeling of the Use of Reality Therapy

The Principal continued to support and promote teachers' use of Reality

Therapy during the second phase of the project. School-wide class meetivs

were held on February 8, 1977. On February 9, student representatives met

with the principal am assistant princip0 to develop a,revised student gum

and candy rule based on the suggestions that had come from class meetings the

day before. Later that day in a meeting with the principal, faculty represen-

tatives agreed to go along with the new rule.

Qiiring this phase, the principal also conferred with teachers and team

leaders about their problems with discipline, and, 'n some cases, worked di-

rectly,with students who were chroniCally disruptie. The principal also used

evaluation conferences with .teachers to reinforce teachers' ,use of Reality

Therapy. She added some of.the skills involved in its use to the district's

form for teacher evaluation. Finally, the principal encouraged team leaders

to supp2rt Reality Therapy .and to share their positive experiencesin using it

with other teachers. What probably happened less frequently during this phase

of the project were. informal interactions. between some teachers and the prin-
.

cipal.' Some of the teachers complained that they felt cut off from

cipal bedauSe bf her involvement in the project and the time she had devote

to meetingt.. - 4
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The Student Planning Room continued to operate as an alternative to sus-,

pension/expulsion during the second phase of the project with state special

education funding. A full-time staff member was hired-and assigned' to the

room in January., Procedures for providing teachers with feedback on what hap-

pened to a-student who was sent to SPR were improved, and the woman who staff-

ed the room was able tPd641 much better job of following up with students

from the SPR when they returned to class. .Her comistent follow-up provided

teachers with an important model.

However, by March it was kno that declining student enrollments in the

district would cause staff cuts at e junior high school. The woman who had

been hired for the Student Planning, bom in January had the shortest tenure

and was one of the persons who was c t. A regular faculty member was assigned

responsibility for the SPR for the next school year.

Although the assistant principal was not a part of either the management

team or the discipline strategies leadership team, he became more involved in

promoting use of Reality Therapy during the second phase 'of the project. Tra-

ditionally, the assistant principal had. always worked wit,h more of the stu-

dents who were referred to the office for disciplinary reasons than did the

principal. In the pasA, he had frequently paddled and suspended students.

But, the new approach to discipline seemed to fit his style. He liked talking

to stuAnts and hearing their side of the story. As the assistant pr)ncipal

became r9tre comfortable with using Reality Therapy, he became more critical of

the r sons teachers had for sending students to the office. On a number of

occasions, he criticized how teachers handled problems in their classrooms,

and he often ignored teachers' suggestions about* disciplinary measures for

studentswho were sent to the office. He expected teachers to talk with stu-

dents before-referring them to the office, and he expected them to use Reality

Therapy. Because they felt criticizedby'the assistant principal, many teach-

ers avoided.sending students to the office: and they complained to the princi-

pal about "a lack 'of support in the office."

Evaluatipn

The on-site change facilitator's doctoral dissertation. On two occasions

during this phase of the project, the on-site change facilitator (Jim) col-

lected data from students for bis doctoral dissertation. In January, and
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again in April, a random sample of students from each team were asked td com-

plete two or three self-concept and disCipline-related attitudinal instru-

ments. Teacher- were also asked to complete d4avioral rating form about ,

students who had participated in the study and an instrument asking for their

attitudes toward three topics: Reality'Therapy, school discipline, and inno-

vative programs. Although the dissertation concluded that the project was

having an im?act on students, ohltasfew of the people affiliated with this
.

project readAhe dissertation. Consequently, it had little, if any, influence

on subsequent Nanning or evaluation.

Indicators of use of the innovation. There are a number of indicators

that point to teachers' ongoing use of;Reality Therapy during this phase df

the project. The statistics on the veduced number of suspensions, expulsions,

and days lost that were cited earlier are one indicator. Teachers also reA

ported they were using Reality TheraPy45

o' In on team when a'teacher sent a student to the team leader for disci-

. plining, there was an automatic meeting between the team leader, teacher,
and student after school the day after the incident occurred. During

'Abis meeting.the eight steps,of Reality Therapy were followed and stu-

%

,

dents were asked to make a commitment /plan to change their behavior.
-,

. .,,

, .

In,,Qther classrooms, teacherS had written commitments from students to`

"'Show tha!,tthey were_ using Reality Therapy.
,.-,

&-.
.;.,,,, ,;,,,-., , ,-,

Somg teachers pointed to,tNe=fact,that students would have a chance to
,, ,

'tale4hput what:they had done before*ing punished as one indicator that
Rea,lity'Tkerapy'mas,doalqg AO 11:nthe'school. They also said that there
was a lot less VAd 1 in

.,x9
in the Sche0,:this year than in previous years.

This observation WiS,-;,,c0ifirmed. by.teachervwho reported that there, were
'more teacher-Studegto cufgra66es held this year than in previousLYears.,

f r

One teacher reported that s'ef.Wasd't shohting all the time this year be-
cause she was using Reali Thana0y;'and it was working!!

f., .;

One' of the guidance co
IP

nseloWainted to fewer personal` confrontations
between students and teacherP:as as :indicator of'use of Reality Therapy
in the school. "Instead of a-chlWbeing disciplined in front of a whole
class," the counselor said 116 ttaCher would be more likely to talk to

"e

!

.4 ..:'

15These quotations are taken!derom interviews with teachers reorted

on in the ethnographic protocols.

e,
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the student in the hall or to arrange to meet the student later to
find out what they lad done and why they had doneit."

One teacher said that teachers who paddled were not getting the attention
or support they used to getfrom other teachers th the past.

Another teacher said it was 'evident teachers...were really attempting to
use Reality Therapy when'you looked at the backlog of incidents Ihey'have
to.supply the office when a student is sent to the board of education for
an explusion hearing. "More often than not," this teacher said, "they
can cite'the exact datesof incidents and the actions they took--talking
to the student, a parent conference, a written or oral plan, SPR . . . ."

The major actions and events that influenced teachers' use of Reality

Therapy during the second phase of the project are summarifed on the time line

shown in Table 7. The quantitative data collected by the UTR&D Center for

Teacher Education in April 1977, on concerns and levels of use, further indi-

cates the extent to which teachers were using Reality Therapy on the school.

These data are reported in the section that follows.

Stages of Concern Data for Phase 2 -

'Stages of Concern Questionnaires were administered to teachers in April

1977.. Figure 3 summarizes these data.

In Apr*il 1977, concerns at all seven stages are somewhat less intense

than they were in January 1977; however, management concerns (SoC 3) are still

relatively high. Stage 4, 5, and 6 concerns which are generally related to

concerns about the impact of the innovation.on students, are slightly higher :

than they were in January, but still relatively low. LoU dA confirm the

f4ct that a significant number of tlachers were making changes in their use of

the innovation to increase imp'act on students.

Levels of Use Data for Phase 2

The third round of LoU interviews was conducted in mid-April 1977. The

data from those interviews are shoo in Table 8.. These data indicate that

some important changes occurred from January to Aril, 1977, in teachers' use

of Reality The \ my. Perhaps the most impressive feature in the data is that

24 percent of the eachers Were rated at Levels IVB, V, and VI. Individuals

at.these levels are doing more than using the innovation in a routine way:

...,
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January. 1977

Table 7
;

Major Strategies, Tactics, Events That Occurred During Phase 2 --

Reorienting Directions and Continued Training-.

fepruary meta) April may June July August

ti

4 Traonins Activities

Faculty fleeting
to develop a
anllosopey of
discipiTne

January Inservl co
moreson0, --
assossiog use of
Rea I I ty Thorne.

Prilloso0hY of
discipline
adoOted

On-site change facilitator's
meet IngS 11.1 toaCil I ng tomes

On-sit Mange foci) I tator critiques teachers, -51
taps of oonferences alto students

2nd Glasser AorKshop

I

t Proiect Mamage.eot Activities

MOndgMent All day management team meetings
team meetings

Bill Seite's visit

"qtyciplino strategies leaaersnip team meetings

Oissemination Activities

Report to Board
of Education

Administrative Support Activities

Principal's conferences with teachers and team loaderi

Principal uses Reality
Therapy as a criterion
for teacher evaluation

School-mid.
class meetings

spR operates Tito full-time staff Towbar

Evaluation Activities

Student evaluation
data collactlgn

ScraloU data
collection

\,1

!---- Summer tosnOing ?sea meetings

Sumeer university COursas

Parent orienta-
tion sessions

Report to 8card
of Eduction

Student evaluation
data collection

SdC/LcU data
dolloctian
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Figure 3: Distribution of Teachers' Concern's About Use of Discipline
Strategies Expressed in Percentiles, April 1977 (N = 42)
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Table 8

. Percent of Subjects'at Each Level of Use, April 1977 (N = 42)

Level of Use 0 II II.I IVA IVB 'V VI

'Percentages 12 2 0 21 36 h14 12 2

42.

they are engaged in forts to use it in ways that would increase the benefits

to students. Most of these-teachers had been at LoU IVA in January.

Presently, there is no way'to establish, with certainty cause and effect

relationships between,interventions and LoU, but some of the interventions

- that were reported in the ethnographic data may have influenced the upward

movement in LoU. For example:

A number of teachers who attended the Glasser workshops in Atlanta
were surprised and impressed to learn they were doing better in their use
of Reality Therapy than they had thQught. This`appeared to heighten
their spirits and increase their motivation. These workshops also pro-
vided teachers with new ideas on how to use the innovation. Some of
these teachers returned to the junior high school and used these ideas in
collaborative activities with 65Tieagues to increase the impact of the
innovation on students (LoU V behavior).

Secondly; the on-site change'facilitator (Jim) focused more on individual
students and ways. of using Reality Therapy with these 'students in his

.

meetings with teachilg teams during this phase of the,project. These
ideas were reinforced in his dtscussions'of individual teachers' tapes of
student conferences.

r ,At

During this phase, there was also more emphasis on weekly team meetings
than on weekly faculty meetings as a major strategy to help teachers use
Reality Therapy-(or their own version of it) with students. This switch
in emphasis provided greater oppoilunity for collaborative efforts-among
small groups'of teachers who regula'rly worked together.
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Another aspect of the data that is worth pointing but is that, there is

also a noticeable drop in the number of teachers_at LoU III--from 39 percent

in January to 20 percent in April. More experience with the innovation may

have reduced some of the difficulties teachers had experienced in just using

the innoyation--problems with time, record-keeping, ansi follow-up, etc. Some

of the change facilitator's interventions may also have helped resolve some of

the management problems teachers had encountered. As teachers worked in small

groups on developing a school-wide philosophy of discipline, there was more

opportunity for sharing problems (and successes) they bad had in using.the in-

novation with students. This sharing may have provided teachers with some

answers to their management prbblems. It, at least, provided them with some

collegial support. The oh-site'facilitater'swork with individual teachers on,

their tapes of student conferences and with small groups of teachers on the

development of interpersonal relationship skills may have also contributed to

a decrease in the number of management problems teachers reported having with

the innovation.

The most disturbing feature of the LoU data for April 1977 is the in-

.creasin9 number of teachers who are rated as nonusers.16 As an innovation

is being implemented, it would generally be expected that the number, of non--.

user's would decrease, not increase. However, by April 1977, 33 percent of the

total number of teachers at the junior high school were classified as non-
,

usems. Joining the nonuser group (identified in JanuarAy) were some teachers

who were previouSly LoU (mechanical users): Apparently, these people

did not find solutions to problems they had exp9rienced in using the innova-

tion with students. In their April LoU interviews, approximately one-half of

the nonuser group said that theydisliked Reality Therapy as an approach to

disCipline and that they did not wish to use it. They felt discipline was

basically a matter of studerits obeying rules set out by teachers. The inter-

16
This is partially explained by the fact at the criterion for

use/nonuse was more explicit at this measuremen period than it had ,been ear-
lier although, as the principal pointed out er reading an early draft of
this case study, the person who set the teria did not.understand what was
happening at the school. In other words, the school was moving away from im-
plementing Glasser's model to deciding what their own philosophy of discipline
was.
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ventions that occurred during this phase seemed to have little or no positive

influence on these nonusers. In fact, the prolonged effort.of the faculty to

develop their own "philosophy of discipline" was seen by some as a confirma-

tion of their contention that Reality Therapy would not work in their school.

Analysis -- Phase 2

Interventions That Supported Teachers' Use of Reality Therapy

Teachers reported in LoU interviews and interviews with the ethnographer

that a number of interventions by the on-site change facilitator and the prin-

cipal during this phase of the project positively influenced their use of

Reality Therapy. For the most part, teachers liked their weekly team meetings

with the on-site change facilitator. It wasn't that the content of the ses-

sions was that helpful; what was important was the support teachers felt from

the facilitator and from each other. The meetings also gave teachers an op-

portunity to explore mutual strategies for working with a particular student.

Teachers also reported that their individual meetings with the on-site change

facilitator to discus: to the tapes they had made of class meetings and stu-

dent conferences were helpful. Jim was particularly effective in one-on-one

interactions. His suggestions made sense. ' Teachers could see that the tone

and outcomes of a conference with a student would be different if they fol-

lowed his advice. Finally, teachers reported that the meetings they held over

the summer gave their teaching, teams an opportpnity to work out procedures for

handling discipline problems in the halls and lunchroom--places where, accord-
,

ing to teachers, there were a number of problems during the first year of the

project-,because no one knew "who should be doing what" in those situations:-

During this phase of the project,-teachers and team leaders also became

more involved in management-team and discipline-strategies-leadership-team

decision-making.' At the principal's initiative, one of the team leaders even

took a visible role in chairing two of the faculty meetings late in this phase

of the prbject when teachers were discussing school-wide implementation of the

Philosophy of discipline they had adopted.

Finally, ddring this phase, as teachers became more comfortable with the

innovation and some of them began to modify the ways in which they used it,
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teachers began to influence each other's use of Reality Therapy more and more.

Some things 'the change.facilitators stopped doing and some things teachers

started doing encouraged this peer influence. In the first place, the change

facilitators and the principal focused less on the teachers who were critical

of the innovation in this phase of the project, Also, the principal began1 to

use her individual conferences with teachers to influence teachers who were

negative. At the same time, this small group of teachers got less attention

in faculty meetings because of the process that was used to reach consensus on

.a philosophy of discipline. The process allowed teachers who were positive

toward the innovation to speak out and see that others were also positive.

The focus of the on-site change facilitator's weekly meetin0 witlieach-

ing teams also changed during this phase of the project. There was less focus

on skills related to discipline and more of an emphasis on interpersonal rela-

tionship skills. The communication skills helped teachers use Reality Ther-

apy, but they did not force them to examine their beliefs about punishment and

student: responsibility as many of the activities. during earlier meetings had.

Consequently, the sessions were less threatening; more teachers participated;

and a few teachers were not able to dominate discussions.

The princ.ipal alto actively encouraged team leaders to share their posi-

tive experiences in using Reality Therapy with other teachers on their teams,

Workshops.with Will iam'tlasser, because they were held in another state gave

teachers lots ovf time to talk about the content of the workshops and disci-
..

pline strategies in general in the car on the way to the workshop and back.
.. _

When the teachers returned, other teachers were curious; and inaany teams,

the teachers who had attended a workshop reported on what they had learned.

The sharing that occurred' because one teacher saw how Reality Therapy could

work with a particular kind of student in a particular situation influenFed

other teachers' use of the innovation. Finally, as a result of participating

in these workshops and interacting with teachers from other schools, a umber

of teachers at the junior high school realized that their school waS farther

along than they had believed'in implementing a new approach to discipline.

Unsolved Problems

. Not everything that occurred during the second phase of the project posi-

tively influenced use of the innovation in the school. Reaching consensus
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about 'a philbsophy'of discipline was tedious. Many faculty members felt it

was a waste of time bec4use "the administration had already decided that the

innovation would be used. The language of the final version of the philoso-

phyralthough. it encompassed some of the concepts of Reality Therapy, probably

led to further mutation.of the original innovation. Also, because the state-

ment was written by an Outsider who had not participated in the faculty's dis-

cussions, it did not contain the exact phrases the neginpt had agreed to.hh th
.

Consequently, many faculty members did not see it as their statement of philo-c--
sophy. At the time the philosophy was adopted, agreement for agreement's sake

seemed to be more important than the resolution of differences. Later, be-

cause differences were not resolved, some teaching teams would never deyelop

plans to implement the philosophy the faculty had adopted.

Finally, some of the. problems that emerged in the first months r mained

unsolved during the second phase of the project. Sbme teachers stil? com-

plained'that they did not know how the office was handling discipline refer-

rals. They perceived that the role of the office in supporting the use of

Reality Therapy and the role of the office in supporting teachers who brought

discipline probems to the office were often in conflict. To further compli-

cate this very uneasy relationship between teachers and the office, a lumber

of teachers voiced strong complaints during this phase of the project abOut

the way the assistant principal seemed to side with students, criticize their

approach_ to discipline, and ignore their suggestions for how problems should

be handled. On the one hand, it might seem that the teachers' dislike of the
. A

assistant principal's style would force them to handle more of their,own dis-

cipline problemS, which would be a positive influence on use of Reality Ther-

apy in the school In reality, this situation meant that teachers felt unsup-
....

ported. Because a few troublemakers, who would normally have been sent to the

office, were still, in cla'ss, these classes were chaotic. In addition, many

teachers still felt. that it took too much time to use Reality Therapy, and,

so, their resentment toward the office's advocacy for the innovation greW

instead of lessening ,during this phase of the project.

Given this situation; the principal and the change facilitators might

well have looked at the UTR&D data from April and at the criticisms teachers

were voicing a'nd asked:
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1. What can be done to reach the nonusers and help them become
users?

2. What more can and should be done to assist teachers who-remain at LoU
III so that they, too, do not become nonusers?

3. How can teachers at LoU IVB, V, and VI be assisted and supported so

they will,continue their high level of use of the innovation?

4. Should something special be done toencourage the large group of
' teachers at LoU IVA to move them to higher use levels, where the -

focus is on the impact of the innovation on students?
6

5. How can the assistant principal be supported in his use of the inno-
vation and encouraged to help teachers use Reality Therapy at their
own Level of Use?

The section that follows describes the interventions that were actually em-

ployed by the change facilitators and the principal during Phase 3 of the

project.

PHASE 3: CONSOLIDATION, LATE AUGUST 1977 - SPRING 1978

Major Strategies and Tactics

Several major strategies and tactics related to staffing,,training, the
t

management of the project, dissemination, evaluation, and administrative sup-

port for teacher's' use of the innovation were initiated or /bntinued during

this phase of the project. .They are described in the Sections below.

Staffing
. .

A number of staffing changes took place over the summer between,th.e first

and second years of the project. Two new on-site change facilitators were

selected to replace the person who had held that position during the first

year of the project. Both were faculty members fn the psychology department

, of the university. Although neither of them had ha4 junior- high school teach-

ing experience or training' in Reality Therapy, one of them had taught the two

summer courses in psychology and research methods for junior high schoor

teachers over the summer which were very well received. Their contract speci-
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fied that they would each spend two days a week at the junior high school

attending discipline strategierteadership team meetings, workirig with indi-

lwidual teachers, conducting weekly team meetings and helping with faculty

meetings.

In addition,there'were several staffing changes at the school. A regu-

lar teacher'was assigned-to staff the Student Planning Room in place of the

woman who had had to resign because of.a. cutback in staff. Other staffing

changes included: one teacher's retirement, two teacher transfers to the high

school, and several teacher transfers from one teaching team to another.
4

Training

The secon pre-school workshop, August 18-19, 1977. At the second pre--
\

school worksh p which was held on August 18-19, 1977, the principal outlined

four purposes: (1) to review the school-wide philosophy of discipline adopted

the previous spr'ing, (2) to review reports from teaching teams that had met

over the summer totalk about how they were going to implement the philosophy

;of disc)pline in their,teams, (3) to review the communication4clasemeeting

structure that had been established the fall before, and (4) to talk about

school rules in relation to discipline.

Specifically, teams were asked to critique each other's plans to see how

the components of a phi osophy of discipline were reflected in what they pro

posed to do: As the discussion took place, it became apparent that, there were

strong differences' of opinion between the eighth and ninth grade teaching

teams, particularly as to whether or not to involve students in making rules.

The eighth grade teams were willing to involve students in setting rules; the

ninth grade teams wanted to specify a set of rules (with predetermined conse-

quences) before school began--an action that would have been inconsistent with

the'philosophy of discipline they had agreed to. By noon on the first day of

the workshop, there was quite a bit of tension. Some teachers felt that there

should be more discussion about the philosophy of discipline itself; others

felt that the philosophy had been adopted the previous spring and that all

that was up for discussion was what cowld be done to implement it this year.

A quick planning meeting, including members of the discipline strategies

leadership team, the project director, and two research pi-oject staff members,

was held at noon on the first day of the workshop. -N-They decided to continue
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with their plan'of having teaching teams critique each other's plans to imple-

"ment the philosophy of discipline despite the tension. Over lunch, the proj-

ect director took the initiative to duplicate a form which the teams °wild use

to critique each other's plans.
,e7

It was obvious from the way the day was going that it would have been

helpful for the planning team to have clarified in advance of the workshop

what each component of the philosophy meant in practice. With that kind of

interpretation, they would have been able to help each team be more specific

iabout what it was going to do and, if necessary, identify alter4tive plans

As it was, the faculty listened to each team's report and struggldwith the

realizatibn that there was little agreement. None of the members of the plan-.

ning teaupimed to feel that they could evaluate a team's plan or help fScul-

ty members clarify their thinking about what it would mean'to implement the

adopted philosophy of discipline, and, so, consequently, the planning team

took a very passive role during the afternoon meeting.

Because the principal was uneasy about *ginning the 'school year with so

much conflict, 5hevet with the project director (Ed), the two new on-site -

change facilitators (Dan and DOug, who took a.mtsg low-key role), two staff

members from the UTR&R Center, and the university faculty member with primary

responsibility for the discipline strategies component of the project (Don),

at the end of the first day of the two-day workshop, to talk about revising

plans for the rest of the workshop. They agreed to set aside the philosophy

of discipline for awhile and to come back to it during faculty meetlings once

irschool had started.

On the second day of the workshop, Don tried to clarify where the faculty

stood in terms of adopting &new approach to discipline. At that time, the

principal told the faculty that none of the teaching teams were to distribute

sets of rules to students until she had seen them. The majority of the morn-
_

ing was spent reviewing school rules for consistency with the adopted philoso-

phy of discipline. At noon on the second day of the workshop, teachers were

released to work in their rooms while the principal and assistant principal

oriented new teachers to the theory and' concepts of `Reality Therapy.

Three' of five new t achers attended the afternoon session; 402 of the

other two was at football ct ice, the other had another commitment. The

principal and assistant principal presented a short overview of Reality Ther-
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apy and explained why this approach to discipline had been chosen at the jun-
woe .

ior high school. Each teacher received a copy of Glasser's book and a short,

typewritten summary of Glasser's model.. The assistant principal emphasized

the importance of reinforcement and follow-up with students, and he talked

aboutth positive imp Act this approach to discipline can have on students.

The principal brought up sbme typical reservations teachers express about t

time'it takes to follow all eight steps of the,model. The new teachers asked

very few questions themselves. Near the end of the two-hour session, the

principal and assistant principal role-played an interaction between a student

,Jid a teacher using Reality TherapY, but the situation was not very typical.

The new'teachers then got.',a chance to practic'e using the approach with each

other:' Jrn

Weekly'teammeetings with the on-site change facilitators. The two new

on-site change facilitators' held weekly meetings with all of the teaching

teams. The fir t meetings were spent listening to teachers describe how they

were working wit certain students or observing student-teacher conferences.

The requirements for theysychRlogy,courser offered by the,on-site facilita-

tors (Dan and Doug),- were also explained. Each teacher was expected to attend

planning period meetings, do some reading, write up three case studies, make

three tapes of conferences with students, and discuss these with the on-site

change f ilitators,

For wo weeks in October, theon-site change facilitators used an indi-

vidual as essment form in their meetings with the teams. This form gave

.teache feedback on their teaching and learning styles. In November and

December team meetings, a book on manipulation was discussed, and Dan and Doug
\

asked teachers about how they were implementing the school's philosophy of

discipline. Inone team, the on -site, change facilitators,worked on communica-

tion skills. In another team, they discussed issues related to "increasing

student responsibility" and "punishment."

In, meetings with teething team;'during January, February, and March (many

of the meetings were cancelled because school was closed due to bad weather),

the on-site change facilitators had staff membeps discuss "the characteristics

of a good team." They also talked about ways to increase student respon

bility using behavior modification techniques. In meetings in April and

the on-..site change facilitators met with teachers individually to review their
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tapes of student conferences. In addition, teachers, by teams, reviewed the

teachers' handbobk to make sure it was consistent with the philosophy of dis-

cipline that had been written an

The administrators' . group.

adopted the previous spring.

ear the end of October, a group of five jun-

ior high school administrators, which included the principal, the assistant

princfpal,*two guidance counselprs, and the printipal's administrative assis-

tant, was formed to look at the role of adMinistrators in relation to disci.:

pline and to assess how' administrators and guidance counselors can support

teachers' use of Reality Therapy. Between October andiDecemBer 1977, this

group met three times.
11-

The use of'inservice days in January. As in .the previous year, the in-

service days which had orgiftally been sCheduled for February were rescheduled

in January because of bad weather. Had ttie inservice days been held. when they

were orginally planned in February, a few teachers would have been released

from attending because of a new university policy. According to this policy,

teachers could accumulate inservice hours by attending mini-courses throughout

the school year. These hours could then. be substituted for attendance at a

school district inservice program, giving teachers a day, pff. However' be-

caUse the days were hP,ld a month earlier, none of the teachers had accumulated

endugh hours. to take advantage of the new plan,...and so all of the junior high

school teachers attended the three inservice days. The change facilitators,

were relieved that the new policy was not in effect in,January, because it

allowed teachers to continue working as a group on tasks related to disCipline

strategies. However, a ivw teachers were angry that, they had taken time to

attend some inservice 'sessions and still tad to attend the district inservice

days. -\

. Because both the administrators' group and the team leaders were working
. .

on defining the roles of team leaders, guidance counselors; and the office in

relation to discipline problems, the January inservice days were devoted to

faculty discussion of the team leaders' and admihistrators' groups recoMmenda-
.

tions. During the three inservice days, teachert worked in small groups

this task."They were also given time to Complete two case studies to fulfill

part of the requirements for the psychology course they were taking.

Glasser workshops. As in'the previous year, several teachers attended '

workshops with William Glasser. An important side effect of these workshops
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was the opportunity they provided teachers to share their ways Of handling

typical discipline problems.
. '44,

Wednesday faculty meetings. ,None of the regular Wednesday faculty meet -

in9s during the second year of the project were devoted to discussion of dis-

cipline strategies,or the school-wide philosophy of discipline. However, at

one meeting, on November 2, 1977, the principal emphasized that she Was com-

mitted to the impleMentation of this new approach to discipline and that as

long as she was principal it would continue -- certainly, "beyond the end of the

TeaCher Corps Project,",she said.

Magic Circle-Interchange Workshops. During the second year of the'pro-

ject, the principal and one of the guidance counselors went to Boston, to visit

a scho'l that Was using Reality Therapy and to attend a Magic Circle-Inter-

change Workshop. These workshops focused on developing panicipants' skills

in eliciting students' feelings on various topics. When the principal re-

turned, she hoped to4send several teaMleaders to an Interchange workshop.

triedWhen the workshop was cancelled, she tried to bring in a Magic Circle-Inter-
.

change consultant to work with team leaders and interested teachers at the

school. Unfortunately, her_plan was tharted'by a state and university policy

bn the_makimum amount consultants could be paid. The amount set by the policy

was too low tolcover the costs of the workshop, and desp4e the fact that

there was plenty of money in the, reacher Corps budget to pay the consultants,

the workshop could not be held.

The Managemento of the Project

The discipline strategies leadership/team. ,Although the discipline stra-

tegies le,idershi team continued to meet during Phase 3, by the middle of the

.second year of the project, there were fewer weekly planning sessions. Thus,

the principal was less familiar with what the on-site change facilitators were

4* doing on a weekly basis with teachers. By,this time to the project, the major

strategies_ for. teachers in the use of Reality Therapy had been esta-

blished. Although alternatives were occasionally explored, the discipline

strategies leader,ship team became increasingly convinced that what was being
y

done was what had to be done. .

.

During the second year of the project, team leaders were _asked to work

with the principal and the on-site change facilitators in planning,the disci-,
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pline strategies component of the Teacher Corps Project. Actually, the team

leaders 'began to participate in discipline strategies leadership team meetings

at the end of'the second phase of the project, in May 197)7, when they were

involved in planning the last two faculty meetings.
4'. .

In the fall, team leaders were asked to react to a proposal for what

would happen at the school in relation to discipline during the second year of

the project. They decided that all teachers would be required to attend week-

ly meetings with the on-site change facilitators and that work on the phi

phy of discipline would be done on an individual teaching team basis, rathe

\than in full faciilty meetings. They were concerned that the on-site change

facilitators tailorat they did inteam meetings to the needs of individual

teachers on that team, or to the team itself independent of what they were

do in other teams.

throughout the fall, the team leaders met fairly regularly with the prin-

cipal to talk about discipline. They managed to solve some discipline-related

problems (for example, deciding what to do with students who were caught run,

ning in the halls). Some team leaders suggested that the new approach to dis-

cipline had been introduced too rapidly and_that it was too drastic a change.

for some teachers. They felt that if some teachers could be made to believe

that the administration would truly back them in matters of discipline, that

these teachers would then approach discipline differently and feel freer to

explore alternative methods.

On' December 7, 1977, all of the team leaders partitipated in an all-day

meeting specifically to examine the role of the team leader in relation to:

discipline.17 They met again on February 10, 1978, to. review what teach-

ers, during discassionS on the inservice days in January, had Said should be

their role and the role of the office in relation to discipline., The second

all-day session was primarily devoted to discussion of the issue of "adminis-

trative support for teachers' methods for dealing with discipline problems."

In addition, communication problems, between teachers and the office were dis-

cussed and a set of forms for referring students to the office were developed.

a

°Interestingly enough, the principalfelt that because the superin--
-tendent joined the group for lunch,that team members, felt more committed to
the tasks they were working on.
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The team leaders agreed that the principal and assistant principal should have

responsibility for-providing to cliers with constructive suggestions about

alternative ways of _handling discipline problems. Team leaders, the group

agreed, should take a posltive attitude towards discipline and, when neces-

sary , act as mediators between students and teachers, teachers and parents,

and teachers and administrators. Because of otherobligations on the part of

4 the change facilitators (Dan and Doug) and because of unanticipated interrup-

tions in the spring schedule, feedback on what was agrOeil to in this all-day

meeting was not given to faculty as. a whole until nearly two ponths later.

Consequently, the forms that had developed were not used until late in the 4

school year and, then, only infrequently.

The management team. The management team continued to meet during the

third phase of the project, everIbtwo weeks in the fall and about once every

six weeks in the spring. Early in the year, membersof the management team

shared.theirians for working with teachers during the year and they talked

about dissemination. No additional planning for the future of the project

beyond the end of the federal funding per'iod was done after October 1977. The

management team also spent time during the second.year of the project coordi-

nating course requirements of the reading component of the project'on teachers

with the demands of the discipline strategies coMpOnent. Ner the end of the

second year of the project, two members of the management team planned and

offered teachers a set of modules on mastery learning.. Several members'of the

management team were also involved in doing a final evaluation report for-the

project in the spring; others were deeply involved in writing a new Teacher

Corps proposal for another city.

Dissemination

During the second year of the project, the principal continued to provide

the board of educatiOn with data on student suspensions and expulsions. From

September 1977 until February 1978, 22 students were suspended, five were

expelled, and 85 days were lost because of those suspensions and explusions.*

This record was much better than the previous year.

The principal, the on-site change facilitators, and the team leaders also

continued to keep parents informed of the progress that was being made in

implementing the new approach to discipline during this phase of the project.
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Two six-hout'workshops for parents: held in October and November 1977 at

the school. Only a few parents attended these workshops. Finally,- the prin-

cipal and the on-site change facilitators made a number of prV(entatiofls on

the discipline strategies component of the project at regional professional

meerings.

. Evaluation
16t

The Pupil Control Index. One of the members of the management team who

was in charge ofeproject evaluation (Harold) administered an instrument called

the Pupil Control Index (PCI) (Willoever, Eidell & Hoy, 1967) to faculty.mem-
.

bers`at the' school three times during the second year of the project: in

August 1977; October 1977; and Apri1,1978. The instrument seeks to measure

the ideology of teachers in regards to pupil contro1.18

When nonusers (N=8, as of April 1978) were compared to users (N=34), the

two groups responded differently to several items on the PCI. Significant

differences between users and non sers were found on two items across all

three measurement periods:

Item 9: 'Iry much pupil time is spent on guidance and
activities and too little on academic preparation.

Item '11: It is more important fbr.pupils to learn to_obgy___;
rules than that they make their own decisions.

Table 9 summarizes teacher responses to Item.9. In August 1977, 54% of

the users disagreed or strongly disagreed with Item 9, while 37% of the non-

.. users agreed or strongly "agreed with the statement. By October 1977, 56% of

the users disagreed or strongly disagreed,with the statement (up 2%), while

the percentage of ,,nonusers who agreed with the statement rose to 63% (up 26%).

The percentage of users who disagreed stayed the same in April 1978 (56%),

while by April 1978, 100% of the nonusers agreed or strongly agreed with the

statement (up 44%).. These data show that teachers may not have been using the

new approach to discipline because it took too much time away from instruc-

18Teachers'resented the PCI, according to the principal. They felt
the way they answered it would indict them.
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Table 9

Responses,to Item 9, the PCI

Users

August 1977

(N = 43)

October 1977

(N = 40i)

April 1978

(N = 36)

Percebt who disagreed
or strongly disagreed 54 56 55

Percent who agreed or
strongly agreed 26 22, 4

Undecided 20- 22

Nonusers

Percent who disagreed
or strongly disagreed

Percent who agreed or
strongly agreed

13

37

25

,63
q!^

0

A

Undecided
A °

50 12

.100

0

.

tfon. In fact, many teachers had complained about how much timeit took to

use Reality Therapy during the first year of the proSect. On the other hand',

a majority of the teachers who were using the new approach with studehts--

apparently felt the time was- well spent.

Table 10 summarizes teacher responses to Item^11. On Item 11, 70% of the

teachers who were using Reality Therapy disagreed or Strongly disagreed with

the statement in August 1977. Seventy-five percent of the nonusers agreed or

strongly agreed with the statement. By April 1978, almost half of the users

disagreed with it (48%), while almost 72% of the nonusers agreed. The differ-
-

ences between users and nonusers in response to Item 11 is not surprising
°

since one. of the 'goals of Reality Therapy is to get students to take more

responsibility for their bwn behavior, users would be expected to disagree

P
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T:able 10

Responses to Item 11, the RCI

Users

Percent who disagreed

or strongly disa0eed

Percent who agreed or N
strongly agreed -

Undecidea

Nonusers

Percent who disagreed

or strongly disagreed
.

Percent who agreed or
strongly agreed

° Undecided

August 1977

(N = 42)

October-J.977

(N = 39)

'April 1.978

(N = 36)'

.

70 , 58 48

9 23 21'

21 19 -31

0 25 14

75 37 72

25 38 r14

with a statement that emphasizes the importance of students learning to obey

rules.

A second analysis correlating responses to the PCI with new SoC (Stage of

Concern) scores was also made. In August 1977 the total`PCI score (a sum of -

4he 20 responses fdr all)users and nonusers) correlated .38 with SoC 0 and 3

scores; .22 with SoC 1 and 2 scores; -.13 with SoC 4 scores; -.19'with SoC 5

scorns; and .22 with SoC 6 scores. In October 1977, the total PCI score cor-

related poSitively with SoC 0 SoC 1 (.34), SoC 2 (.27), SoC 3 (.34),.

SoC 4 (.08), and SoC 6 (.09), and negatively with SoC 5 (-.29). In April

1978; the PCI total score correlated positivelywith'SoC 0 (.24), SoC 1' (.39),

S6C 2 (.41), SoC 3 (.38), and SoC 6 (.10) storks and negatively with SoC 4

(-.11) and SoC 5 (-.28) scorn,. This pattern of positive and negative corre-

.
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lations is very interesting. Stage 5 (Collaboration) scores were alw s nega-

tively correlated with the PCI and Stage 4 (Consequence) scores on two f the

three occasions. Stages 0, 1, 2, 3, and 6 were always positively correlated

with the PCI. This is very much in keepiog with the idea that persons with an

authoritarian stance toward discipline would not went to discuss discipline

strategies 111 a positive manner with others in order to increase their effec-

tiveness in using the approach with students. These same individuals would

also be expected to have high infbrmational, personal, and.management concerns

especially if the principal were a strong advocate of.the innovation. They

felt they had little choice as to whether or notto use'the innovation, yet

they didn't feel they hactsufficient information or skills to use iteffi-

ciently.

Although these data were collected throughout-the second year of the

project, they were never analyzed until the fall of 1978. Therefore, the dis-

cipline strategies leadership team never used any of the information in their

.,planning.

Data collection by the research project. Stages of Concern and Levels of

Use data were collected twice during the second year of the project, in

October 1977 and in Aril 1978. These data are reported in a.later section of

this case study. In addition to this data collection, one of the members of

the UTR &D. Center staff also visited the junior high school midway through this

phase of-the project to interview faculty members and Teacher Corps staff mem-

bers about their reactions to the ethnographic data collection that had occur-

red during the entire implementation effort. Those data were collected for a

separatestudyofettrnugraptrtcres-earch methods (Hord, 19781.

Administrative Support and Modeling of'the Use of Reality Therapy

The principal's speech to the faculty during a faculty meeting in.Novem-

ber was one of the most visible actions the principal took during this stage

of the implementation effort to emphasize her support and commitment to the

innovation. In essence, she told faculty. nembers to support the innovation or

leave., Throughout this phase of the project, the principal continued to use

"teachers' use of Reality Therapy" as a criterion for teacher evaluation. The

principal also met with student ,by homeroom early in this phase of the proj-

ect to orient them to the new approach to discipline.
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The Student Planning Room continued to function throughout the second

year of the project as an alternative to suspension/expulsion, although the

A
person wno staffed the room spent s,ey.ral weeks in the hospital during the

middle of the second year of the project. During this time, substitute teach-

ers with little, if any, understanding of Reality Therapy or of the function

of the room were hired to staff it. Consequently, fewer_students who were

sent to the office for disciplinary reasons were placed in the room. Many

were simply sent back to class after talking to the principal or assistant

principal, much to the frustration of many faculty member5.

In the first year of the project, the principal had frequently schedu ed

school-wide class meetings as a way of encouraging teacher' use ofGlasse '

approach to disciplinq. These meetings were also held during the second ye

of the project (in September, October, and November). No school-wide class

meetings were held after December 1977,

The principal's visible advocacy and involvement in the implementation of

the innovation was probably somewhat reduced during this phase of the project

because of some personal problems. At times, she was preoccupied and with-

drawn. She had leis contact wi th faculty members in,and out of school than in

previous years. Cons4uently, the principal had less information and because

most of the Teacher Corps staff members had little contact with junior high

schools faculty member,s outside of school, it was more difficult for the change.

facilitators (Ted, Jim,, Doug, Dan, and Don) to find out how various interven-

tions and activities were being received. And, because the principal had in-
.;

sisted on taking a strong leadership role in the beginning of the project, it

may have been difficult for anyone else to take initiative and provide leader-e

shipat this time when the principal's energy was low.
p

The major actions and events that influenced teachers' use of the new

approach to discipline during the third phase of the project are summarized on

a time line for this period in 'Table 11.

Stages of Concern Data for Phase ,,3

Had the on-site facilitators or the principal talked to the faculty very

much after Nbvember 1977 they would have encountered a strong "wait- and -see"

attitude from a number of them. Teachers who were using the new approach to

discipline were confused--they expectedoore,leadership and support from the

)
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Table 11

Major Strategies, Tactics, Events That Occurred During

Phase 3 -- Consolidation

August, 1977 SootemPer October November December January, 1978 February march April may

TralnIns Activities

Preschool 00rX.
shop, fog. 18.19,
1977, (sharing
of teams' plans
for implementing
scAcol-wIde
pnilosoOny Of
discipline

0.1 twacher
ortentatico to
Peaiity 1leea07
Aug. 19, 1977

7n-site zhange taciittatces, meetings with teaching teems

An assinistratorsi
group on discipline
strategies formed
and meets S ?less.

Project management Activities

31scipline strategies leadership team ireetingv.

team leaders' esetings

management teem meetings

Oissemination Activities

f

Jan. insecylce
workshop Co the
role of tee teams
leader, guidance
counselor and
attic* In relation
tO discipline

Principal and guidance
counseice attend Magla
Circle-Interchange
oOrkinCO In Eke ton

). All day teem
leaders' meet-
ing, 12/7/71

Parent sorkshooS
clpline strategies (Oct. --tkte,i

Principal's
reports to Ekserd
of Educatico

Evalualon Activities 48A

ScC/LoU data
oollectlon/
PC1

Sod /Lob data
collectan/
PCI

6

4

ScedLoU data
collection/
PCI

Administrttle Support Activities'

AawinIstrative Surstibrf and .0001Ing of 1," )4-

Student planning Nom In operation
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principal than they felt they were getting during this phase of the project.

Knowing that the project would end in June, nonusers felt they could outlast

the Teacher Corps Project and the innovation if they did not "rock the boat."

So, the question may then be asked, "How many teachers were actually using

Reality Therapy in October 1977 and in April 1978, near the end of the proj-

ect, and what were their concerns?" lese data are reported in the sections

that follow.

Stages of Concern Questionnaires were administered to teachers at the

pre-school workshop in August 1977, in October 1977, and in April 1978.

Figure 4 presents the SoC data for August; Figure- 5 shows the SoC data for

October; and Figure 6 summarizes the data from April.

In August 1977, as teachers started the new school year, management con-
.

cerns were high. They were lower in October of that year; lower still in

April of 1978. jn August, concerns about collaboration were also'relatively

`high. In part, this is explained by the team meetings that were held over the

summer to develop plans for implementing the new philosophy of discipline.

Finally, in all three of these measurement periods, Stage 0 (Awareness) and

Stage 6 (Refocusing) concerns were relatively high, indicating thAt teachers

were seriously considering major changes or alternatives to the Reality Ther-

apy-based approach to discipline being used.

Levels of Use Data for Phase 3

LoU interviews were conducted at the junior high school in mid-October

1977 and again in April 1978, during-the second year of the study. The re-

sults of those interviews are shown in -Tab les 12and-13.

A comparison or these data with those from April 1977 reveals some con7

sistencies Ind some changes. Virtually the same percentages of teachers were

at Levels IVA,. IVB, and VI. The percentages at Levels IVB or higher show a

significant number of teachers who were making changes in their Use of the-

innovation to increaskits impacton students: (Note that the pertentage of

teachers at LoU V-Integration rose from 12% to 20% between April and October

1977.)

A major shift.in the data between April 1977 and October 1977 is in the

percentage of.teachers at Levels 0, I, and III. Twenty-four percent of the

teachers were rated as nonusers in October 1977, as compared with 19% in April
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Figure 4: Distribution of Teachers' Concerns About Use of Discipline

Strategies, Expressed in Percentiles, August 1977 (a = 40)
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Figure 5: Distribution of Teachers Concerns About Use of Discipline

Strategies, ExprEsse in Percentiles, October 1977 (N = 40)
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Figure 6: Distribution of Teachers' Concerns About Use of Discipline

Strategies,'Expressed in percentiles, April 1978 (N = 41)
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Table 12

Percent of'Subjects at Each Level of Use, October:. 1977 (N = 41)'

Level of Use 0 I II IIJ IVA IVB V' VI

O
Percentages 17 , 7 0 7 39 10 20. 0

%

Table 13

Percent of Subjects at Each Level of Use, April 1978 (N = 42)

Level of Use 0 I II III IVA IVB V VI

J

Percentages 19 0 0 7 57 2 14 0

1977. This nonuser group was swelled in part by subjects who had been at LoU

III in April and, in part, by some IVA's who had previously been using the

innovation at a very minimal level. Some of the new facultyomembers were also

rated as nonusers. The other major shift in the data from April to October,

1977, was at LoU III where the percentage dropped from 21% to 7%.

Information gained during the October interviews did not provide a clear

explanation of why there was an increase in nonusers from April to October.

The fact that two-day faculty workshops in August did not really deal'with
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specific issues` regarding discipline strategies was possibly taken as a signal

by some that "administrative pressure to use Reality Therapy" was off. Other

things that-happened, or did not happen, during September and early October

tended to confirm this belief for those who held that opinion. For example,

there were no longer discussions about discipline at Wednesday faculty meet-

ings. During weekly team meetings, the new on-site facil,itiators did a lot of

listening,to teachers and tended to avoid giving any guidance or specific sug-

gestions related to use of the innovation. Finally, various efforts to review

scfiool rules and to identify the roles of the office or of team leaders 4 re-

lation to discipline shifted the focus of the implementation effort away from

the individual teacher and his/her use of discipline strategies to concern

with broader school-wide issues.

On the other hand, some of the teachers who had met and planned over the

summer were excited about the new ways they were finding to use he innovation

to benefit students. These teachers (the IVB's and'V's) seemed to have devel-

oped their own internal motivation and incentives for using the innovation.

In one team, the summer meetings helped faculty members coordinate their use

of the innovation and reduce record-keeping problems. Management concerns, in

fact, dropped from th' 61st percentile to the 33rd percentile between April

1977 and August.1977. Across all the teams with teachers at LoU IVB or V, SoC

scores were fairly low, indicating that these teachers, felt good about their

use of the innovation. Many teachers on these teams finally felt that they

could approach discipline in a way that Was congruent with the beliefs. The

cottant attention to discipline strategies in weekly team meetings, ongoing

iscussion of other aspects of discipline strategies within the school (e.g.,

the role of the office and team leaders in relation to discipine), strong

personal relationships among teachers, and regular communication provided a

supportive environment for these teachers' continued use of the innovation.

The descriptive reports of what occurred in team meetings during Phase 3

indicate that after mid - October a number of actions were taken that tended to

rechannel the implementation effort away from what it had been during the

first and second phases of the project (e.g., the discussions of particular

discipline problems and the development of teachers' interpersonal communica-

tion skills and skills. in use of the innbvation). (Instead, the on-site facil-

itators (Dan and Doug) began discussing ways of increasing student responsi-
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bility--an aspect ofReality Therapy that was not directly addressed during

the first year of the project. Teachers were also asked to read a book on
.._._.-

manipulation which was discussed in weekly team meetings. In many teams the

discussions led to debates on punishment versus natural consequehces--gn issue

'ti'at had been'raised the previous,year but, again, never rea4ly addressed in

much depth. This change of focus away from an emphasis on teachers' skills in

using the specific jnnovation of Reality Therapy is sharply reflected in the
1

data from the next round of LoU interviews (which is reported in Table 13,'

page 64).
4. .

By April 1978, almost two years after the innovation was introduced into

the junior high school, 81% of the faculty were using it; 19% were not. The

percentage of nonusers had dropped appreciably from the higher percentage of

nonusers in October 1977. Apparently, many of the interventions that occurred

between October and April did influence some of the nonusers. The team lead-

ers' involvement in the discipline-strategies leadership team, the work that
.

was done on clarifying the' roles of the office and team leaders in relation to

discipline, the development of new disciplinary referral forms,' and the op-

site change facilitators' work with individual teachers may have encouraged

faculty Tembers who had once been nonusers to try to use the new approach to

disciplin, again. .,

The percentage of subjects at LoU III-Mechanical (7%) refrained low from

October 1977 to April 1978. The problems these teachers were having two years

after the project bean were much like the. ones they experienced when the

innovation was first introduced: too mych time was required to use t e inno-

vation; it was not Working with "problem students;" and teachers were not sure

if the principal and'assistant.principal would suppdrt them when disciplinary
Or
problems were referred to the office. This profile (several teachers tat -LoU

III with relatively high management concerps) reinforces the fact that the
.

. ,

innovation is complex and that a Reality-Therapy-bgsed approach to discipline

is a difficult innovation to manage. Even when teachers focused on the impact

ofthe' innovation on students, they were never'comRletely comfortable with

their management of the innovation.
111111.

There was a noticeable drop in fhe-percentage of subjec at Levels IVB
, y .

(Refinement), V
\

(Integration), and VI (Renewal). (froT 4 to 16%), and arr in-

creasee in the percentage of subjects at Level IVA (from 39% to 57%). These
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es are not surprising. PAEI studies of a 'number of other innovations in

school and colleges have found that approximately 50% of all subjec \s will be

at IVA after an innovation has been in use for two or more years (Hall &

Loucks, 1977). For a subject to remain at Levels IVB or V, he/she must con-

tinue ,to make changes in his/her use of the innovation to benefit students.

More often, once teachers have made a few changes in how they use the innova-

tion, they tend to return to a routine use (IVA) until they decide to make

other changes. For this reason the number of subjects at LoU IVB (Refinement)

or LoU V (Integration) at any point in time in most' implementation efforts is

usually much 'smaller than those at Levels IVA (Routine use).

Although the pattern of LoU's found in this study after two years is

somewhat typical, it is not necessarily ideal. Ideally, in any implementation

effort all participants would ultimately'be using the innovation routinely

(LoU IVA) or at a higher level. In this study, 'as in the many other studies

of implementation conducted by the PAEI Program, this ideal has not been fully

realized. Some of the reasons for this are explored in the section that

follows.

ANALYSIS

The Two Years in Review

. !
As is the case in. most implementation efforts, many of the interventions

in this study were directed at groups, at the faculty as a whole and at the

teaching teams. Unlike many implementation efforts, however, there were many

efforts in this project to intervene on individuals, although, this was much

more true in the first year of the project than in the second. For:example,

during the first year, there were many more individual conferences betwee,

teachers and the principal, and.between teachers and the change facilitator.

The change facilitator devoted time to individual teachers when he reviewed

tapes_5 their conferences with students. He also conducted demonstrations of

class meetings during the first year of the project in response to ind.ividual

teachers4 requests. Finally, the process used by the total facult/y to arrive

at deLisions regarding the school's philosophy of discipline allowed each
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teacher to express Iris /her concerns.about 4.he new approach to discipline that

the school was implementing. Even the process used for choosing teachers to

attend Glasser workshops attended to the needs Of individAts.

During the second year of-the project, the focus of the impl4gentatiOn

effort was directed at teaching teams and it the school as a whole more than

it-was at individuals. Certaialy individuals were not ignored, but their

specific needs in relation to use of Reality Therapy were not attended to as

much as they had been in the first year. To a great ext4rit this was due to a

shift of emphasis from implementation of the specific innovation of Reality

Therapy as described by Glasser, to a focus on the development and implementa-

tion of a teacher-determined philosophy.of discipline for the school. There

also seemed to be some "winding down" of effort as it became known that the

Teacher Corps Project would not continue 0( the junior high school after the

initial two years.

By focusing in on the on-site facilitators' work with teachers at the

school, the next section of this analysis looks at the differences jnthe two

years and their impact on teachers' attitudes toward and use of the innovation

in more depth. That,section is followed by some observations about the lack

of continuity and follpw- through which characterized the second year of the

project and by a section exploring the effects of various university policies

onttie implemntation effort.

The On-Site Change Facilitators

The amount of on-site support provided teachers 'who were being asked to

change their approach to discipline in this project is c,learly a strength of

this implementation effort. _It is interesting that the on-site change facili-

tator in the first year of the project and the two on-site change facilitators

during the second year had such different strengths and styles. The differ-
.

ences in their styles clearly had an impact on teachers' Attitudes, toward and

use of the innovation.

The goal of the on-site change facilitator (Jim) in the first year of the

project was to help individual teachers use Reality Therapy. Because he had

pei-sonally used it himself with junior high school delinquents, he felt com-

fortable demonstrating the approach, conferring with teachers on their disci-

pline problems and working directly with students that teachers referred to
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him. His strengths as a change facilitator came out in one -,to -one interac-

tions with teachers and in counseling-type situations with both teachers and

students. On the other hand, his appearance, informality: and slow speech ir-
.

ritated many faculty members inarge group meetings. Some faculty members

also .objected" to his life style, which violated many of the'norms of the com

munity. In,small group meetings, he often took a laissez-faire posture and

jet the group go where it wanted. He rarely had notes about what he expected

teacherso get out of a planning meeting or a training session. He wascom-

fortab'le focusing fn on one small part of a'whole activity he had scheduled

for a session, even if it meant that the rest of the activity was, never com-

pleted. ~ 2

In contrast-to the on-site change facilitator in the first year, the on-

site facilitators in the second year (Dan and Doug) did not have extensive

knowledge of Reality Therapy, nor did they have public school teaching experi-

ence. Like dim,' they were fairly comforible letting faculty members do most

opf the talking during weekly planning period meetings. Often, they askeq.

teachers to describe a particular problem student. Because-they were not at

the school everyday and because they 'did not observe in classrooms or ask

teachel's to keep anecdotal records on students, they had to rely on the teach-
,

ers' perceptions of who and what caused the problems they were describing.

After a teacher had described a student's behavior. or a particular incident

and then the action that had been taken in response, the two facilitators

often asked, "What have done?" Rarely did ta6 offer advice

make a recommendation. The ques ibn itself, in

a

tke_r_in.nuLDLillani_teacjiers.,,_

implied that they should havqNdope something other than what they did, that

what they did was wrong. Because the two!acilitatbrs during the second year

of ,the project did not work full-time at the schoof they oten were not avail-

able for follow-up, For example, although trie3 asked teachers to write case

studies of two students, they never'gave the teachers any feedback on that

assignment. Although they knew that the team leaders and principal had worked

out some new discipline referral Akedures duringipne'all-day "meeting, they

did not know whether the forms were being used and, therefore, they did not

intervene to encourage use of these new procedures or attempt to work out,

problems, the office -and faculty members encountered to using-them.
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One thing that is clear is that the change,fadilitator's in both years of

the project were allowed to de-velop their own ways o*Workingwith teachers.

Their specific roles, or what they were to accomplish_with teachers in weekly

team meetings or individual ,consultations, were never clearly spelled out.

Meanwhile, the pniveriity faculty member with primary responsibility for the

discipline strategies component Of4the-project (Don) was committed to working

on a number of other projects,.Aich cut down on the time and attention- he,

'could give to the project 'at the junior high school. This was even more true

during the second year ofjheproject.

These circumstances definitely had an effect on the amount of .planning

that wA done andon the quality of the in.service'training that was provided

tooteachers during the second year of the project. For example, there was

Only'a minimum amount of planning done'prior to the second pre - school work,

shop., 146 teackerS' we're involved in the planning although the plans were

designed to build.on what had Occurred in summer team meetings, which only
4

-,teachers _attended. The two nevi on -site change facilitStors were also not

involved in planning., Because planning for thisigrkshop was done at the last

minute, the university faculty-member with primary responsibility for the dis-

c ipline strategie
RL

s colponent of the) project (Don) and the principal,nly had a

general idea of what would happen at the workshop when it began, e.g., teach-
,

°Ing teams-would critique, each other's plans for implementing the adopted phil-
.

eThsophy.of discipline. They had- flOt anti ipated the need to design specifical-.

%Ty how this would happen,'despite the f ct that they could anticipate that

there would be huge'diffellences in those plans.
4

The planning that was done for the pre-school workshop was characteristic

Of the planning that was d6ne in relation,to disCipline strategies during ttie

entire -second°year of the project. It seemed0as if interventions were only-
.

planned at. a Strategy level: the on -site change facilitators would. meet week- .

Ty with teaching teams during their planning periods; teacher's would attend
.

Grasser workshops; new faculty members would be oriented to the new approach

toldiseipline in the school. Most of these strategiesWere carried over from.
er

the first year of the project: Their effectiveness -1nhelping teachers ,change
6 9

their attitudes toward or(ecqui,sition of skills in use of the innbvationwas

not questioned. However,On some cases, other str egie_may.have,been more

appropriate. For example, more than half ofthe tsaachers in the school were
.

ti
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special teachers in art; music, practical arts, etc. These teachers did "not

need tocoordinate their use of the innovation-with one another (although they

did need to work with all of the teaching teams). Nor did they have experi-

ence or skills in working together as a group. Despite the fact that the on-

site chinge facilItator during the first year of the project (Jim) never felt

very good about his meetings with groups of these special teachers, the stra-

. tegy of working with these teachers in groups was never quesitioned. Perhaps

ten minutes with each teacher on an individual basis might have been more ef-

fective than fifty minutes once a week with a whole group who happened to

share.a common planning period. Secondly, because Alarming was usually done

at the last minute, there was little thought given to how the strategies

adopted for the second year of the project would be accomplished. What would

the change facilitators do on a week-by-week basis in team meetings? How

could they build on teachers' participation in workshops with William Glasser

to furtner use of the innovation in the school? What could be done to'orient'

and train new teachers in use of the innovation?

Of course it is always easier in retrospect to say what could or should

have been done; still, the UTR&D data (related to teachers' concerns and use

of the innovation) might have given the change facilitators and the Trincipal

some clues to appropriate interventions if the data had been used in planning.

For example, strong differences were apparent between the three eighth-grade

teaching teams' plans for implementing the philosophy of discipline and the

three ninth - grade, teams' plans when they were discussed at the pre-school

workshop. Eighth-grade teams were generally willing to involve students in

setting class rules; wOneas the ninth-grade teachers generally felt that stu-

dents sho4ld follow rules set by teachers. Stages of Concern Questionnaire

data and Levels of Use interview data a month after the pre-school workshop

confirm these differences in attitudes and actual use of the innovation (see

Tables 14 and 15). There were more eighthl'grade teachers at LoU" IVA and)/ and

more ninth-grade teachers who were nonusers. When -SoC scores for these two

groups were compared, the eighth-grade/teachers tended to be higher on Stage 4

(Consequence) and Stage 5(CollabOltion). concerns,, while ninth-grade teachers

were generally higher on Stage 0 (Awareness),_ Stage 3 (Management), and Stage

6 (Refocusing) concerns. These data indicate that eighth- ,and .ninth -grade

teachers needed different-kinds of support, consultation, and assistance in

4
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Table 14

Number of Eighth-Grade Teachers at Each Level of Use, Octdber 1977 jN = 10)-

Level of Use 0 I II III IVA IVB V VI

Nunlber of

Teachers 1 5 4

Table 15
"kw

Number of Ninth-Grade Teachers at Each Level/ of Use, October 1.977 (N 8)

Level of Use
4.
0 I II III IVA IVB V VI.

/

111- Number' of

Teachers 2 3 1 2

e

A

the early part of the second year of the project. The etnographit data from

these same months show that two ot bile eighth-grade teams were worOng at re-"

fining their use 'of the innovationdeveloping procedures for students to make
A$1111'

commitments to all of the teachers on the team, ;lot juJ st to the one teioher on
4,

the team who -had asked the student to write a commitment; thinking about

strategies to reinforce studentS who' followed - through on their commitments,

and devising plans for how to handle student-parent-teacher conferences.

Thqe 'teams might have required" special sorts of interventions that acknowl=

edged their attempts to collaborate and refine their use of the innovation.

The other eighth-grade team.had only two new teache s on it who had worked at

sk

t
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the junior high school 'daring the first year of the project. The tearri leader,

in this case an LoU V user, probably needed spetial assistance in training the

two new teachers on her team in use of the innovation.
)

Finally, there were also a number of high SoC 0 (Awaren s) and SoC 6

(Refocusing) people in both:the eighth and ninth grades, faculty members who

were not using the innovatittert or were using it, at a verry illinimalproutine Level

of USR. Theseare people who are looking for a-way out. What the on-site
o

change facilitators did in team,meetingsdeemphasizing Reality Therapy and,

looking at alternative approacheselike behavior modification- -was probabry-

very appropriate for these faculty members. Apparently, once the pressure to

use. Reality Therapy was off, many of these'faculty members who had at onetime

been classified as users again began using it, as the data in Table 13 show

(age 68).

Problems with a Lack of Continuity and Follow-Through in Phase 3

The lack of continuity in staffing was one of the problems the project

faced during Phase 3. There were Several staff cuts and changes at the school

because"of declining student enrollments at the beginning'of ,the-project's

second year. Notably_ the staff member in the Student Planning Room was re-

'placed. Furthermore, the oft-site change facilitator left at the end of the

first year and was replaced by two new university faculty memb&rs assi'gded

to the junior high school.
. .

,

Vcause these new people were' not familiar withwhat had happened at the
,

school during the first year of the project, many of the change'strategies

initiated in the first year were All evaluated and revised or, if continued,
. .,-

effectively carried through in the second year. FUrthermore, much of the'data,,

about the'faculty's values,pattitudes toward, and use of theinnpvation were

Aot used in planning. It has already been mentioned that the-change fad:1ga-

/

t r,,s and the principal did not take as much advantage of the U-T8.0 data as

hey might have. Thg'first chaRgefacllitatie4s dissertation on the impact of
, t

.

his new approach to discipline on students' beh4wior and self-concept WSs
. .

als,o not usedl in planning. Neither were the PupilControl. Inde4 iPCI) data.

V'Workitn the philosophy of discipline was initially postponed during the

spring of the firost, year .of the projectbeLause of the .universi faculty mem-

. ber who had prirvary responsibility for the distipline Arate9ies component of

.g ,

91.
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the project(Don), was working on other projects. After the second pre-school

workshokp, work on the philosophy of discipline was postponed because of con-

flict among fact:ilty members which the principal wanted to avoid increasing.

The principal and on-site,change facilitators decided it was better to talk

about plans for 'implementing the adopted philOsophy of discipline in the on-

site change facilitators' meetings with teaching teams than it was_to discuss

discipline in general faculty meetings. However,,this never took place be-

cause whenever the fkilitators brought the topic teaEhers complained, and

here was never any attempt to work through all the negative feelings. As a 401
A

result of these Aisions, log on-site change facilitators and the principal

never got back to thelans teaching teams had made over the summer to. imple-

ment the adopted philosophy of discipline.

As s-work on the philosophy of discipline was postponed, weekly faculty

meetings on discipline strategies were also cancelled. Subsequently, p,lannIng

meetings of the discipline strategies leadership team were Obstponed or,can-

celled because the principal and other members of the discipline strategies

leadership team were overcommitted.

There were other indicators to suggest that a lack of continuity and
.4 t

follow-through characterized the second year.of the project. New teachers did
cr

not jet any formal training in Reality Therapy beyonip the pre-school orienta-

tion session they attended. The administrators' group which was formed to

help administrators 16ok at the role of tht'office in relation to discipline

mkt three times and then never met again,.despit, the on-site change facilita-

tors' belief it was important. Class meetings were not held after December

1977, 4en though students, complained to their teachers.

In February 1977,at an all-day meeting,, team leaders made a set of re-

commendatio'ns on the roles of the office and team leaders in handling disci -
ne problerTis Nothing was done -with these suggestions for a year. No at-

temPt was made to- respond to teachers' complaints abOut a lack of feedback on

discipline referrals until the last few-imonths of the project, although these

complaints were voiced as early as October 1976. Once aform was developed,

it tmplk tvo months'for the team faders to report ack to the rest of pie..

faculty on whaethey had done. A month later, almq t nobody knew if the form

was being used'or not.
I

to
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In January /978, during the second year of the project, teachers were

asked to write case studies on two students who were.discipline problems.

They were given'time 'during one of the January inservice days to work on the

task. The on-site change facilitators did not get back. to teachers,on these

case studies for months, if at all. The same thing happened with the three

tapes teachers were required to make of a class meeting and cOnferences with
k-

two students. Most of the meetings between teacOers and the on-site change

facilitators ta critique these tapes took place in the last three weeks of

school, at a point at which they were minimally helpful. Finally, no planning

for the continuation of the project beyond the end of the two-year federal

,funding period took place during the third phase of the project.

'4
None of the actions mentioned above necessarily had to be carried out for

successful implementation to .occur., But, taken together, they indicate a pat-

tern that was detrimental to this change effort. This lack of follow-up; or

inconsistent follow-up, as much 4,s anything, contributed to the faculty's at-

titude during the second year of the project that they could "outlast the in-

novation . The observations themselves raise important questions for change
4 facilitators about how'and when they do follow-up.

The Effects of University Policy on the Change Effort

In at least two cases during this, phase of the project, university

cies that were,reasonable in their own right intervened on the implementation

effdrt at the juniorhi*h school. The university policy on mini- courses which

allowed'teachers to accumulate inservice hours that they could then use in

place of,attending a district- Or school-sponsored inseryce workshop was

probably designed to attract teachers to university courses and to make the

university more respons,i,ve to the inservice needs of teachers. Had the, dis-

trict inservice'days'been held in February, as originally scheduled, a few

teachers would have taken advantage of this new option. Four had already ac-

cumulated several credithours. However, their absence from the wiriZer, insets-

vice Workshops might have had disastrous'effects on the project's need to have

a1,1 of the faculty involved in activities,related.to the, implementation of the

innovation 'at the sch'ool. As it was, because Vie workshops were held in

January'instead of,F.gbruary, none of the teachers, had accumulated enough hours

, Ale to skip the district inservice sessions and, therefore, the only

4



effect the new policy nad on the implementation effort was on some teachers',

feelings and morale.

Finally, the state and the university policy on the maximuri amount that

can be spent to hire outside consultants inter reAvrith the principal's plan

to bring inMagic Circle-Interchange consulta ts to work with'teachers at the

school. Again, the policy itself 4s probably .reasonable, but it had a nega....

tive.effect on the project. These two examples are cited to help make change

facilitators' morer aware of how difficult it is to manage the relationship of

two separate organizations, each with their owl set .of policies and practices,

in a collaborative efflt:

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented a, se study of one component of a two-year

Teacher Corps Project involving t'le collaborative effort of a regional state

university with a local junior high schobl. The events of the two-year imple-

mentation effort have been described Aing both qualitative and quantitative

data. Both types of Hata are based on concepts integral to the Concerns - Baled

Adoption Mo,ciel (CRAM) deve.oped by the Research anti Development Center for

TeaCher Education at the University of Texas at Austin.

It was not pie purpose of this research to judge the s ccess or failure

of the implementation effort, but only to study and docum t it and to tr to

analyze how interventions e planned and executed. Tor 'those who find it

difficult to refrain from making evaluative judgments, it should be pointed

opt that Reality Therapy is d complex innovation to use. It involves the per-

soba1 values of the people who are being changed in a way that few innovations

do. The complex nature of the innovatpion is reflected 'Mot only in the number

of nonusers (19 %), but also in the number of teachers at LoU kII (7%)'who were

still having trouble managing the innovation at the end of the project.

However, the quantitative data on St'ages of Concern and Levels of .Use, as

well as the ethnographic ,data4 in this case, can be instructive to change

facilitators in similar situations. The text four sections'. of this case' study
v

summariie so# me,of the key learnings from this research about: (1) the need .to

individualioge interventions in the change process; (2) the need to establish
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criteria for what constitutes acceptable patterns of use of the innovation;

(3) the role of the organizatiapl leader in the change proces and (4) the

merits of various decision - making models in a collaborative p;o ect such as

thds:

The Need to Individualize Interventions ,

In the first place# , we know that ,change is a process and that different

interventions are requirePatldifferent points in the change process if suc-

cessful implementation is,,to occur. We know that Stages of Concern and Levels

of Use data can be used diagnostically t? assess individual and group needs at

various points in the change process and, thereby, serve as a basis for devel=

oping appropriate interventions to meet those needs. Because people at dif-

ferent Leve ls of Use face different problems, it is logical that they need
o

different kinds of assistance, support, and'training to imprcole their use of

the innovation. Since we know*Iat,.in general, SoC and.LoU change in pre-

dictable ways, interventions can beophased accordij to e4ected changes ih
4

concerns'and use over time.

Ae also __learned, as a result of this case study, that sometimes an inter-
, -

vention may seem to bo totally appropriate or inappropriate; but, later, as

the effects of the interveotdon become more visiblp,- the intervention may not

seem as good or as bad as w e thought at first. For aamgle, in the case of

thiS implementation effort, the development of a philosophy of discipline at

the time it Was initiated, when teachers vre beingdosked to implement,a

single new approach to discipline,'seemed like .an inappropriate intervention

to the research staff. But, kin retrospect, it clearly had some unintended

positive effects on the implementation effort that may have offset any nega-

tive effetts. 0n 'the positive side, oit allowed teachers who were committed to

the innovation to see that there Were others who were also pbsitive. Up ujoittil

this time, the.teachers*w6o were negative had been 'the most vocal and ilad

received mostiof the change facil-44a-t.eirr _attention. On the negatiVe sideq

the tediousness of the task ma.i. well have killed Whatever interest some facul-

ty members had in the innovation.

0
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-The Need to Define What Constitutes Acceptable Patterns of Use of the
Innovation

A second major understanding we have of the change.process i that people

t adopt different parts of an innovation in different combinations to fit'their

particular personality and situation. The CBAM hame for this ph nomenon is

"Innovation ConfigurAations." Innovation configurations are def ned as" "the

operational patterns of the innovation that result .from selection and use of

different innovation component variations" .(Hall & Loucks, 1978). In a fairly

specific change effort (for dxample, a curriculum implementation), change

faciljt,ators might hope that parti.cipants in the change effort would use the

innovation in.fairly similar ways once the" innovation is fully implemented.

In a change effort like this one, in which the goals of the project are more

general (e.g., to help teachers take a more humanistic approach to disci-
,

pline), change facilitators might tolerate a wider range of innovation config-

urations. Although .configuration data were only collected twice in this case

"study, criteria for what constitutes use and nonuse were established each time

LoU interviews were condUcted. As can be seen in Table 16, the configuration

descriptions and the criteria changed from one measurement period to another.

From this case study, we knoW that whatever patterns of innovation con-

figuration the change facilitators allow, it 4 important that they"set cri-

teria for what constitutes' use and successful implementation- of the innovation

at the Ninning of the change effort. These criteria might change as imple-

mentation takes place, but it is important for the change facilitator to set

some standards or goals against which the implementatioh effort can be evalu-

ated. In this case, these criteria were not identified in the proposal to

Teacher- Corps, nor were ,they set at the beginning of the change effort. When

the UTR&D research project asked that criteria be set in Jarluary 1977 so that

the first and second rounds of, Levels of Use interview data could be compared

and interpreted, one of the university Teacher Corps staff members slit the

unilatercilly4without consulting the on-site change facilitator or the princi-'

pal. _This was unfor:tunate, because the principal's criteria for what would
. e

constitute use of the innovation might have been different. She probably

,would have,said her objectives were to have more student in class, fewer sus -,

pensions/expulsions, more humanistic treatment of students, irtld students t

having more responsibility,.'

81,
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Table 16

Criteria for Use/Nonuse in LoU Interviewing, SepteMber 19 6 - October 1978

a

Date of LOJ
interwle.ing Criteria for' Use/Nonuse Configuration PattarnS

September 1976 'I. Teachers hold required class meetings rarely, occasionally, frequently

January 1977 Students make plans

2. Students make commitmentS

3. Teacher follows -up

a

rarely, occasionally, frequently

rarely, occasionally, frequently

rarely, occasionally, frequently

April 1977 I. Teach(); askS students to identify what ?hey
are doing, rather than why

2. Students cake plans (written and oral)

3. Students make commitments (written and oral)

4., Teacher follows-up

S. Teacher allows natural consequences to
occur fOr uofulfilledoommitments

6. Teacher holds class meetings

7. Teacher uses Reality Therapy for purposes
other than discipline

rarely, occasionally, frequently

rarely, occasionally, frequently

rarely, occasionally, frequently-

rarely, occasionally, frequently

rarely, occasionally, frequently

rarely, occasionally, frequently

rarely, oCcaSionally, frequently

-ectober 1977 1. Teacher asks students to identify what they rarely, occaSionally, frequently
are doing, rather than why

O
a

2. Students make plans (written and oral) rarely, occasionally, frequently

3. Students make commitment (wrItton4and oral) rarely, occasionally, frequently

4. Teacher folios -up rarely, oc6Sionally, frequently

5. Teacher allows natural consequences to rarely, occasionally, frequently
'occtr,for unfulfilled commitments

6. Teacher holds class meetings *

7. Teacher has more than required number of
class meetings

rarely, occasionally, frequently

rarely, occasionally, frequently

8. Teacher imposes corDcral punIShment as a rarely, occasionally, frequently
at resort

April 1978 1. StudentS Take 212105

'2. Teacher follows -up

'3. Punishment' used as a leaf resort

rarely, occasionally, frequently

rarely, occasionally, frequently

rarely, octasionally, frequently

October 1978 1. Teacher negotiates a In with students
that inyolyea choices and ownership

2. Teacher follows-up when appropriate and
observes If students are keeeing commitments

3. Paddling Is not used as a first or regular
punishment

rarely, occasionally, frequently

rarefY, occasionally, frequently

rarely, cccaljonally, frequently

Used as criterla to establISh usei/n6uSe.
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Not only did each of the change facilitators in this case appear to have,

differentcriteria in mind forwhat constituted use of the innovation, they

also never got together to talk about what the operationalization of this in-

novation would look like at various points in the change process. In this

case, at the beginning of the change effort, the on-site change facilitator

(Jim) and the principal saw that paddling and suspensions were'inconsistent

with use of the xinnovation, and sp they made some decisions about the need for

a Student Planning Room as an alternative to paddling and suspensions. When

some teachers saw that the office was not employing the same techniques as

they had in the past, they were shocked. They interpreted the principal's

actils to mean that they could not paddle anymore, which left them feeling

.helpless when they Were still having problems managing the new approach to

discipline.

At this point irthe change procest, it.might have been helpful if the

cKange facilitators had created a s of expectations on the part of teachers

that certain changes, although difficult at first, would eventually result in,

'positive outcomes fdr students. Then agaih, teachers at LoU III may not have

been able to understand the logic of arguments that assessed that merit of

certain changes on tho basis of their impact on students. In situations like

this, change,facilAtators may need to think about changing their expectations

111/P

for how teachers will use the innovation (the acceptab innovation configura-

tion as teachers become more so their us of the innovation).

In this case, that,wqulci.itave-meant not saying anything about paddling or cre-

ating the Student P1S'nningpRoom until teachers had worked through some pf .,

their early concerns and problems with using the innovation.
.4 .z.

It goes without saying that in addition to setting criteria for use of

the innovation, it is importantOr change facilitators to define.thel6nnova-

tion and establish goals for the implementation in operational' terms. The

goals of this chaiige effort were never clear. The proposal suggested teachers
ri

would be trained in the use of a new approach to discip'ine, Reality Therapy.

, The principal's goal to change teachers' approaches to discipline in order to

create a more vitive environment for students was not inconsistent with the

goal of training teachers in the use of Reality Therapy, but it was more gen-

eral. By mid-fall during the first year oftKe projvt, the focus of the
.--- '

change effort had shifted away from tAlVmplementation of a' specific innova-
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tt,

tion (Reality Therapy) to helping teachers examine and modify discipline str4-

tegies in the school. The principal felt that increasing pressure on teachers

to use Reality Therapy vogld jeopardize the more important goal she had of

establishing more humane discipline pr-a 44ce5 at the school. By January.1977,
4fit seemed as if, the innovkiona4ould become the implementation of whatever

philosophy.of discipline the staff agreed to, although, .as we have seen, even

this goal was scuttled'When there appeared to be some irreconcilable conflicts

among faculty Tembers at the second pre-school workshop. Operationally, the

pals of thesecond year of the project' seemed to be to help teachers examine

alternativ.eIgitcifiline-Nodels like behavior modification and to avoid con-
.

flict.

This shift in goals probably came about because Reality Therapy, in

effect, did not meet the needS of a number of faculty members at the school

who said discipline' was -a problem on the original needs assessment. These

faculty members.apparently did not waft-o learn a new approach to discipline

that was more humane or that increased student responsibility. It is more

likely that they wanted trouble-makers out of their classes and even out of

school ,when hey markded "discipline" as a pressing problem area on the needs

assessment instrument,: The,useful discussions that occurred in faculty meet-

ings to develop a philosophy of discipline fourlo six months info the project

might have profitably occurred before the project began in that the principal

and change facilitators would hai8 had a clearer sense of the meaning of the

needs assessment data.*

In implementation ef'fortsolike{fhis, where'the innovation incorporated a

set of techniques based on a nuMber ot Asumptiovs, it is important that

change facilitators evaluate.all aspec#of tliVMU-d" are seeking to

implement. Ih this case, "student responsibility," a key concept of Glasser's

model for discipline (Reality Therapy), was emphasized, while "student jn-
.,

volvement," Glasser's second concept, was not. Despite.the.fFt that Gfass'er

feels that class meetingsare an important vehicle to build student-teacher

rapport and increase student responsibility and involvement, school-wide 'cl,iss

meetings were not held after December 1977. Furthermore, there was almost no

Use of Reality Therapy as a preventative technique at the:jurior high school.:

The technique was almost exclusively used with students-who misbehaved., where

as Glasser would emphasize its preventative value for al14.studenfs.. Tklio

,
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modifications in the way the innovation was presented certainly must have Chad.
some effects on the implementation effort. 1"

The Role of Organizational Leada in Supporting Use of the Innovation
' This case study also raises some questions about wht the literature on

1organizational change identifies as a key, if not the key factor in the suc-
cessful implementation of charige-zthe support of the organizational leader.
From this case, we learned that the issue is not simply a question'of whether
or not the principal supports or does not support the innovation. It is a. .

.question of how the principal Tupports.the innovation and how much he/she sup-..
ports it. How long does the principal keep the need to use the innovation
before the faculty? How long does she/he continue to' control how the innova-
tion will be used in the school? How much support fbr how long in what forms
is Heeded for successful implementation to occur? In this caste; the principal
was clearly committed to and supported use of the innovation, but she also had

to respond to-the personal concerns of teachers related to 'feeling supported"
)when students were sent to the off ce for disciplinary ,reasons. WhO' she.,

tried to do something different wi h students who were sent to the office,
,

, , some teachers interpreted her actions.to mean that they Were not being sup-

ported., 'Specifically, the principal either had to meet,the expectations of
W

n* o

the staff by continuing to do whatshe had always, done or she had to try some-
thing different with students and potentially loose the support of the staff
for the program. In this -case, the principal insisted teachers try the new

apPro to discipline. Her insistence probably alienated a number of teach-
..

e (nonusers,. tfl *mcrst p'art); and it probably cii.her off from some ,
, .

fatuity members had supported her in the'frast gnd could have given her
r 4 ' 4 .valuable feedback on how the program was being received by teacher.s. On the

other hand, her directiveness -and Intense involvement was alto responsible fo'r A
1 . /

most; tare -4i"ghifica'ai chiges.;tiiat d.i'd occur at the s'chodl dyer the' two .:,.., .
1

. -ynrs, of .1"tie project.. ''"' - " .4 ,
. 1 '',.% ', ..;,* , .
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_aZed becayse of the current emphasis in the literature on participatory deci-

sion - making. eThe principal and the on -sate change facilitator(s) made most
.

the,41ay-to-day:deeis ion's that,. ipfluenced implementation of the innovation. t

Some members of the management team did ,noe even feel that they could gie the

discipline strategies leadership team feedback on their plans for implement-a-

*,.. tion or that they could influence decision-makigg at tha- level. Ceytainlyo,
. .

- 0
the 'ct;ice of a, Oecision-Making mode for a project ,with' as many reSources as

*.. .

this 'one is a' critical...strategic decisiou. One cgpld assume that different
. ,,

decisidn-making models could be used inch' project ',like .1-'it-4f their effec-

. tiveness and dot'S'doold be evaluated. .
. -

Vs4-
c . , .

The collaborative decision-aaking oodel :-C411ed for in the,40 sal for'
,

this' projek had, at least on the surface, a lot of .merit, It shou have
1 -

increased participants' ownership and understanding, of the proj.ect. 4, In thi.s.- ,

1....
. t *

case, if the management team w6re to have actual ly functioned as" the decision-
,

making 4ady for the project, some actions would' have had .to have beery taken to,
.

involve its members An day -try -day discipline, s plastrategienning.. Cerfainly4

t011 implementation ef fort,,wduld have been strengihened if -the assistant prIn
, 1

-dipal ad been. involyed to decision-making, in relation*tp discipline strate-
". ... ,

,

gees at the management team clr discipline strategies le,&der.csho team levels.
. , Y

Thealss'i tant principa.1 plgyed a key role in discipline' in this -0*s.chool.,.d-lad
.. \ ..1

...

he known [ 'ore alvut -the 'Tong 'term ,goats of the project, tie, mighCnve.bebn °A- -,

. : . 0 , , II -

able to av td a number of"dwiflitts wi °teaphers.and caerled outs jobd,in.. , t
. 7A

.,
. ''''

such a way that he could hay 'had mor. .influence on teacherse of :limo, ..

, ... -:' .,i
,...9 7 e'

. 't a.:
1 . t ., ' ---....-6, ',..6., 4 ,

, ,

I, \ I ya on.
. . . -

1

t N4 .e
. it'

. . ,, 4, .
'A. 'One 4iternative toga' cadauorWie. deci sicti-makang.q.pded is an outiviti- 4.

. , .. .

... 4 ,
.tar.au j8del .. 1111e pkincipal.n lois ,c4se sfuOY, had

.'.

-.1. ..,

.46..
p..

1 .. e4tveAlerit_ funct joalhin this yay. Font ng-.th.PraJect. The pr.OViv twith i s: '

...,. .

.1 -3' ' apppV a,ch$to decision-dakng is that it often does not build ownership and the
. 4 4 er..'

. ..00444* decisions pat are made offe,n last only as long as pre9ureis_ maintai6ed. ,
. - ...,

. A third decision-making model was also evident in this project, a lais-
, . *

sez-faice 'mddel, As the project Arector became involved in o,Wer projects,

he adOpted this model in managing the on-site change facilitators' work. This

model tended to increase the on-site change facilitators' autonomy--al lowing
.

them to define their own roles and work in their:- ownstyles. On`the other .

4.
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hand, it cut the project director off from what was happening at the school

and made communication and coordination more difficult.

It is evident that each of these decision - making models has some

strengths and weaknesses. It is incumbent on change facilitators to choose

and use a model of decision-making that is appropriate to the need of the

project, without wasting human or financial resources and to recognize that

each model includes potential strengths and weaknesses.

Summary

In summary, a number of observations about the implementation of change'

in schools can be made from analysis of this case study:

I. Change is a process and different interventions are required

at different points in the change process with different users if suc-

cessful implementation is to occur.

2.. Change facilitators should identify various innovation configu-

rations at the beginning of the change effort and determine which are

acceptable.

3. It is impOrtant that change ,facilitators set criteria for what

constitutes use of the innovation at/the beginning of the change effort

against whiCh the implementation effort can be evaluated.

I,
4. Although administrative support is important, change facilita-

tors have to think about how much support for how long in what forms is

needed for successful implementation to occur.

5. It is also important for change facilitators to make sure admin-

istrators have adequate training and understanding of the change process

and feel supported in the actions they take to encourage use of the inno-

vation:
p

6. Change facilitators need to choose a model for decision-making
that fits the requirements and goals 'of the project.

Y.

V
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POSTSCRIPT

.What we thought was the last set of LoU interviews was conducted in April.

197B., The last ethnographic data collection was in June. Although 'we were

sure thet the pat4rni of use of the innovation would Change once the. Teacher

Corps roject ended, we did not anticipate a number of other changes that

also affected the use of.discipline 'trategies in the school. When these

'changes. occurred over" the summer (June - August 1978) the research staff
..= , ,

dectded to collect one more round of Stages of Concern and Levels of Use data

in,conj nction with one more on-site visit. The changes themselves, the data
...

c

cOflect d, and our hunches about how use of discipline strategies in the jun-

*- ior high,school will change, as a result of changes in staffing and the build-'

ing, are described in the section that follows..

Changes

TheTeacher Corps project ended in June 1978 with the end of the univer-

sity school year. Almost everyone who was interviewed in the fall said that

'teachers were more relaxed at the start 'of the new year. They did not feel

the pressure of the previous two years. This shift in'school climate was

probably a reflection of this lessening of demands and perforMance and of

several other changes that occurred over the summer.

In the first place, the board of education spent approximately $180,00

over the summer to renovate the juniOr high school and make it more livable.

They had the principal's office repainted; the outer office was made into a,

conference area; they lowered the:ceilings in the halls, which reduced thq

noise; and, the paint in the hal,lr s was touched -up. The old,..teachers'clounge/

was converted into the Student Planning Room and the Teacher Corps Room w,

turned into a new fabilty lOunge. The prinCipal moved the coffee pot in the

new lounge. Finally,' the assistant principal's office was subdivided. . he

secretaries and teachers' mailboxes were placed on one one side, while//

/

he

principal's office was situated on the other side.

Ttie second major change that occurred over the summer was'that/he'prin-

cipal's (Marge) request for leave of absence to attend graduate sc of was alp-
_ 4

proved. The board of education made the assistant principal (Tomhuacting"
( . 0 ,

principal for the 1978-79 school year. No one was hired toNtakeI /the assistant

I'

tolV --ii
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principal's place. At'Marge's suggestion, Tom asked teachers to share the

assistant prinipars responsibilities on a rotating basis during their plan-

ning periods. The teachers kept attendance, worked with students who were re-

tferred to the office for disciplinary reasons, answered the phone, called

parents' of students who wereybsent, and maintained student records. Several

teachers felt that the time they were spendingin the office gave them a new

perspective on the problems adminjstrators face in working with students in

the office. They became much more sensitive as to hOu a student's version of

an event- might be inconsitkent. with a teacher's version. They saw how diffi-

cult it was to let the student know he/she is trusted and still support the

teacher. Finally; numberof teachers said they had become more aware of how

different teachers handled the same problem.

There were a number of other potitive side efffCts to these changes in

the office. In the frst place, teachers reacted positively to the new prin-
.

cfpal's low -keyed approach, particularly' after the former pAincipal'sfirm

insistence that teachers use the new approach to discipline. Teachers said

they.knew that the new:principal wassan advocate for Reality Therapy, but 'that

he did not push it. Many teachers felt that the new principal had been put in

a difficult posi.tion of having responsibility for two jobs at ,once. They

wanted to cooperate as much as' possible so that they and the school-board

woulAsee that the school "would not fall apart" with the change. Several

teachers said they were reluctant to send students to the office, not because

they did not feel they would be sypported (which is what they felt in the

past), but because they were hesitant to stick another teacher with their

problems. As. a result, many teachers were handling.More of their problems. in

,their own classrooms and teams rather than referring students to the offin. #
. .*

Many teachics now .saw, as a result of le time theyewere spendipg in the of-

,.fice, what a hassle it was to deal with students who are always in trouble.

This new :arrangement of teachers sharing the assistant principal's role

had a good test. during the second month of school when the acting przincipal,
4

Tom, was called for jury duty and theteachers really ran the school. In ef-
,

fectl the new arrangement probably did more to improve relationships between

teachers and the office and to develop a spirit of cooperation in the school

than did any of the meetings on the role of the office in the previous two

years.
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Anotner action taken by the old principal,over the summer also contri-

buted to the cooperative spirit that was evident at the beginning of the new

school year. Over the summer, Marge developed a "disc-ipline referral form"

which she shared with'Tom and he.institutedto give teachers feedback on what

happens to a student who is sent to the office for disciplinary reasons. '

Teachers had been asking for this sort of communication for tOo yeal-s. The

old pripcipal developed it partly in response to their request and, partly be-

cause so many people would be in the office handling discipline Aoblems and

there had to be ,some way to keep track of what actions were ,taken. A,positive,)

side effect that came from using the form is that it creates an expectation

amonT teachers that they should try, a number of strategies. ncluding Reality,

Therapy before sending a student to the office. Before introducing the new
0

refferal form to the entire facuityt the new principal reviewed the procedures

h'e expected teachersko follow with discipline problems in a team leatders'

meeting. According to the form, teachers could, as a-last resort, expect a

student to be suspended, whichtmany teachers felt would never have happened

with the old principal because of her commitment to Realtty-Therapy. As one

faculty member said in an interview, "Teachers now take more responsibility

for handling their own discipline problems. When I send a kid to the office,

expect strong action will be taken. Thi's year ,I think it will."'

A third major change at the junior high.school over the summer` after the

,Teacher Corps Project had ended was in the area cif staffing.. Because of de-

clining enrollments, one whole team, as well as the staff perSon in the Stu-

dent Planning Room, was cut. In addition, several teackrs were transferred

to other buildings in the district, and a number of changes in teaching team

assignments were necessary. . As a result, a number of-cliques-among faculty'

members, thO'Pad solidified over the last two years were broken down.

The last change that, was made in the school-oover the summer that might

have had some effect On teachers' use'of discipline strategrestwas that stir-

dents were grouped differently. Although each team was heterogeneous (e.g.;
,

included students'of different abilities),, students were grouped homogeneously

by ability for each academic subject natter area Within.the,team. The printt-

pal felt, that this change had improved disCipline in the school. ,

These four changes, physical improvements in the building, leadership,
4

staffing, and student groupings, were likely to have son effect on how disci-
,
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pline was handled in the school. Figure 7 and Table 17 that follow summarize

the SoC/LoU liata that were collected in October 198.19

How do these scores differ from the April 1978 profiles? Overall, con-'t

terns are quite a bit less intense, particularly at Stage 1 (Information) and

Stage 2 (Rarsonal)--both are 19 points lower. The percentage of subjects at

each revel of Use is not significantly different in October 1978 than it was

in April 1978, except that there is a higher percentage of teachers at LoU IVA

. (Routine use), which is to besexpeCted.

This relative lowering of concerns and stable pattern of use can probably

be explained by teachers' increasing experience with the approachas well as

the-stance taken by ,the new principal toward the innovation. Some teachers

felt trot the old principal expected th61 to use Reality Therapy or leave.' As

a retult, teachers' Personal concerns (How will I be evaluated?) and their

,glanalgement concerns (How can T use this approach effectively with one studenk

when there are 30, others waiting,for my attention) were always high. In con-

trast,. the new principal supported the use of Reality Therapy as one alterna-

tive. Because teachers sensed theY\had alternatives, they felt less guilty

when they did not fOl)sow all the steps of Reality Therapy or when they re-
,

sorted to padding a student. Consequently their. management concerns were low-

er. More importantly perhaps,_ teachers felt they could disagree with the new

principal and that they could see him as often -as they needed. In thetwo

years the Teacher Corps Project was i. the, school, many teachers/had trouble

getting in to see the principal because of all the meetings she had to attend.

Furthermore, teachers felt that they could not disagree with her. It is logi-

cal to expect that the support .and respect teachers felt from the new princi-

pal would lower their personal concerns.

Time will tell how the new approach to discipline fares at the junior

high school«and whether the changes thaktiook place here over the summer
-

allow teachers to revert back to their-old ways of disciplining students or

whether they, fn fact, encourage use of the innovation. By October 1978, it

1/Teachers volunteered to be interviewed in October: 1978 and, there-

fore, the number of teachers surveyed and interviewed atthe time is about-

half that of the other measurement periods. Both the smaller sample size and

the fact that the teachers who were interviewed volunteered to be interviewed

may have influenced the results we obtained.
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Figure 7: Distribution of Teachers' 4ncerns-About Use of Discipline
Strategies, Expresset in Percentiles, October 1978 (N = 24) 1
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Table 17

Percent of Subjects at Each Level of.Use, October 1978 (N .-23)

Level of Use 0 I II IVA IVB V VI

Percentage's 26 0 0 4 57 0 13 0

seemed that the changes a d encouraged teacher responsibility and involvement

in much the same spirit that the innovation itself encouraged studeilt f-

responsibility and invol'ement. .
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